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Jon. Taber D. Bailey
A Candidate for Governor

HON
l»

1 ABER

Bangor anil he
will be a candidate at
rHilaries for the Republican
for governor of Maine.
is Bailey was born April 5,
[own, the son of Charles A.
Ellen Bailey.
His father
nient lawyer in Penobscot
lie law partner of the late
Daniel E. Davis, county atars and judge of the Banii court four years.
Bailey graduated from the
school in 1892, and entered
■liege in the fall.
During his
lions he was a reporter on
>aily Commercial. He gradBowdoin in the class of 1890
witely began the practice of
dices of Davis & Bailey.
In
was admitted to the Bar
r

nancy

or

having died, he went into
with his father, Charles A.
n
continued until the latter
-e of the Bangor municipal
4 rapid progress in the law
iy cases in both the state and
predating the value of the
Maine, he acquired a con•reage ot the same, and assistag them so as to give emr.ien, and the lumber to the
ana II. A.
Chapman built
.arage of the Bangor Motor
Mr. Bailey being president.
Bailey retired from the au-'.mess, hut retained his interIn that
garage buildings.
ganizec a syndicate which
conlro ling interest, in the
eater Car Company, whose
..ness is the transportation of
»d products in the freezing
Me is the largest stockholder
my, and during the last two
rked to ncrease its useful; >rge its held of operation,
ways been a strong RepubliIn
romineni party worker.
*00, he was a member of the
:y council, and president of
1901.
In 1902 and 1903, he
’icitor.
Jn die primary eleche won a place on tlie ticket
He
nator and was elected.
ian of that important commital affairs and took an active
work of the legislature,
ed, introduced, and was inn having passed, the parole
ruinate sentence law, which
prisoners to reform and betizens.
He a iso drafted the

|

1). BAILEY.
tnue sKy law,
wmcn was
introduced in tile Senate by tbe late
H.
of
Old
Town.
Richardson
George
That law protects the citizens of Maine
by preventing unreliable salesmen from
selling securities of doubtful or no value
within its borders.
In 1911, 1'enobscot County went Democratic, and he was defeated with tbe
other Republican candidates.
In 1916,
lie entered the primaries for State senator, won a place on the ticket and was
elected.
He was chosen President of the Senate,
in a held of three. Mr. Bailey has always
been an advocate and worker for good
roads.
During the war, he was chairman of
the legal advisory board of the selective
service system for Bangor and vicinity.
Mr. Bailey is an optimist on the State
of Maine and its future. From his experience as a lawyer, a business man
and a
leg slator, he has acquired a large fund of
of
the
Stale
and
its
needs.
knowledge
Mr. Bailey is an Odd Fellow, Knights
of Pythias and an Elk, having been ExHe
alted Ruler of the last named order.
attends the All Souls Congregational
church. He is a member of the Tarratine
and Conduskeag Canoe Clubs of Bangor.
On June 17, 1901, he married Miss Leila
M. McDonald of Bucksport.
l’hey have
important

children.

no

SMITH SMHH.
Harold H.

Smith and

K.

Miss Vena

married at 7.30 p. m., Aug.
8th, at the home of the officiating clergyman, Rev. Mahlon E. Curtis, Swan Lake
Smith

Ave.

were

The bride has been employed for

the last two years in Leonard A Barrows
shoe factory. The groom is employed on
the railroad.
many gifts.
who extend

They
Both

are

the recipients of

have

many

congratulations

friends

and

best

wishes.
NORTON REUNION.
The annual reunion of the Norton fam-

ily will be held at the home of William
Grady, Palermo, Saturday, Aug. 23rd.
All relatives and connections of the famtu be present without
are requested
further notice. Picnic dinner.—Eva Norton Ripley, Sec.

ily

Byron M. Wilson of Lynn, Mass., has
been the guest of his mother, Mrs. A. G.
Wilson.

Get the Big
August Dance List
Ready Now
Dance through the Summer
to This Delightful Music
i he best collection ot up-to-the-minute dance
music ever compiled byij anyone, anywhere, at
any time! That is what is in the great Columbia

August Dance List.
i he best dance

organizations that

ever

played

anywhere, at any time! Those are
irganizations that play these dances for you.

anyone,

There

forty

for
the

of the finest fox-trots that are
making this season a success; all of the best and
most wonder!ul wallzes that are coming into
vogue again; and thirty-one one-steps that would
make an Egyptian mummy burst its case and beGet this Dance List at our store
gin to dance!
today, select your dances, and dance to the perare

fect music of these

A Smoker Men !

Waldo

And something to eat too! This is a
get-to-gether of all men in Waldo Coun-

The

Congregational Churches

Waldo Association of

The

Twenty-Sixth

Congrega-

tional Churches and Ministers
convened
with the church at Brooks on

ty who have served in the Army, Navy
Tuesdayor Marine
Corps, either abroad or at August 5th, at 3 p. m., as an ordaining
home, during the world war.
council, on invitation of the churches of
We’re going to form a Post of the Brooks and Jackson for the
examination
American Legion and every man is urged and ordination of Mr. Frank
Timperley
to come and help make this a
big success. their acting pastor.
W e need your
It was called to order by the moderator
co-operation.
“We have stood together, let’s stick Mr. James H. Duncan. The
Asso. scribe,
together.”
Mr. Willis S. Hatch, serving as scribe.
We meet at Memorial Hall, Belfast,
The roll was made out

Maine

PERSONAL

Reunion.
The 33rd annual reunion of the Twenty-sixth Maine .Regimental Association
was held in Memorial
Hall, Tuesday,
Aug. 12th, under most auspicious circumstances. The day was beautiful, the
hall most attractive with an abundance

of cut flowers.
About twenty members
of the regiment registered and
many
friends also gathered to make the gather-

PERSONAL.

Cecil Clay went to Bangor Wednesday
to act as official stenographer at a
private

Mrs. Charles O’Connell has returned
a brief visit with relatives in Caa-

hearing.

from
tine.

Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman, son Richard
and daughter Janet are at Drake’s Island
for a visit.

Dr. Eugene D. Tapley of this city has
been elected a trustee of the Waldo Trust

Capt. S. M. Milliken left Tuesday for

New York after visits in

Northport.

Belfast

and

Company.
Edward H. Kelley of Bangor arrived
recently to visit his sister, Miss Elizabeth
A. Kelley

Mr. Alfred Charivey of
Norwood,
A. H. Leonard of Boston, a member of
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Her- the firm of Leonard & Barrows, has been
pleasant one.
bert
Wiley of HO High St.
here on a business visit.
which, when j At
Friday evening, August 15th.
the business session at 10 a. m., L.
completed, was as follows:
Miss Addie Wetherbee of Malden,
Nathaniel J. Pottle of Howard, H. L,
C. Morse of Liberty was elected
presi- Mass, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Her- was in Belfast
North Belfast represented by Mr. W. G.
recently the guest of his
Centennial and Old Home Day Hatch.
dent and Frederick S. Walls of Vinal- bert Wiley of 140 High St.
brother, Luvitle J. Pottle.
haveu, secretary and treasurer. ComCelebration
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman have
Brooks represented by Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. George K. Moore of Pawtucket,'
mittee ou resolutions, Mr.
Morse, Capt. returned from a trip to Kennebunkport, R. I., arrived last Thursday to visit DrSearsport, 1st, represented by Mr. J. M.
Biddeford Pool and Portland.
J- W. Ferguson and J. A. Dunton.
At Swanville, August 24 to 28, 1919
and Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore.
McDougal and pastor.
Mrs. Richard H. Knight and son R.chA delicious dinner was served by the |
i Mrs. Cora Ingalls of Dorchester, Mass.,
Searsport, 2nd, represented by Mi. IT.
SUNDAY. AUGUST 24, 3 P. M.
(i A. R. ladies of Belfast. The after- ard, Jr., have gone to make their home
s the guest of
Mrs. Mabel W. Miller.
W. Barbour.
with Mr. Knight in
Qnincy, Mass.
she wid visit in Appleton.
Union Church
noon session was called to order with
jLater
Jackson
Mr.
represented by
J.H.Boody. !
Services by Re\. A. A. Smilli, pastor
Dr. Anna Taylor Cole and Herbert L.
Miss Avis M. Morison of Springfield,
In his re- !
of first Universalist Church of
Individuals invited: Rev. C. F. Robin- president Morse presiding.
Cole of Somerville,
Bangor,
Mass., are guests at Mass., is the guest of her mother, Mrs.
marks
he referred to their last reunion the \\
and Swanville Community Chorus.
Tea
son, Rev. C. H. McElhiney, Rev. Fred :
ayside
|
House, High street.
C. M. Morison, and other relatives.
held in 1017 with Col. Philo Hersey, the
MONDAY EVENING, AUG. 25, H.30
Bannister, Rev. Frank S. DollilT, Supt.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer I. Rankin and
Mr. and M_s Milton Healey of Worcesof
honor.
guest,
He
also
to
urged all
; daughter Ruth of Mansfield, Mass., are
Minor Centennial Ball at Comet Grange Charles Harbutt.
ter, Mass., arrived Saturday to visit their
taKe secretary Walls
of
advice
to
guests
Mr.
and
keep
Mrs.
E.
A.
lhe
Sherman.
record
Hall.
of
the action of the church
McKeen's orchestra, Belfast, will
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Healey.
furnish music a la jazz. Managers: Ralph at Brooks in calling the council was read young and come to the reunions if only I
Mrs. John Warren, Mrs. Ethel Dver
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner W. I.othrop.
Brown and Russell Littlefield.
three
were present.
He then called Prof. and daughter Dorothy of Providence,'R.
by the clerk of the church and that of the
daughter Anita and Mrs. Blake of Orange
are
guests of Mrs. Leonard O. White. N.
F. F. Phillips of Liberty, a former Sears- I.,
J., are visiting Fred W. Pote and other
church at Jackson was attested by Mr J.
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 27, 1.30 P. M.
mont boy, to give the address of welMrs. Nellie Noble and daughter Ida of relatives.
H. Boody and W. S. Jones.
Union Church, II. P. White, Presiding
A glowing tribute was paid Lin- Augusta are guests of Miss Doris Clifford
Mrs. Mabe Cousens, son Kenneth and
It was vot id that these are satisfactory. come.
Singing, "Come Thou Almighty King”
at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Ilattie Snow of Lawrence, Mass.,
a brief review' of the naval and land
Prayer.
coln,
The candid te presented certificate of his
Walter J. Clifford.
arrived recently to visit Mrs. B. F. Weils
H. P. White
Opening Remarks,
battles in which the regiment took part
Address of Welcome,
A. T. Nickerson membership in the Brooks church and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tomplin and Mrs. and family.
was made.
to
Mr.
also
referred
Phillips
of license by the Methodist Episcopal
Response.
Carl Martin of Guilford are guests of
Arthur I. frown left Saturday tc
the Peace proposition, mentioned Gen. Mrs.
Reminiscences of Swanville,
Tomplin’s sister, Mrs. Walter J. his son, Arthur F. Brown and family join
Church. It was then voted that these 1
for
the conditions our country is fac- Clifford and family.
Frank L. Nickerson
Foch,
a
two
weeks’ vacation at Trip Pond, near
are satisfactory.
Piano Duet, Ruby Gray and W. M. Datum
ing in the menace of capital and labor
Poland
J. E. Barter of Roslindale,
Springs.
The candidate then read a statement of
Mass., called
Remarks:
R. 1). McKeen, Mrs. Hattie
and urged that the learning of handicraft on Belfast friends Tuesday while on his
Capt. and Mrs. J. W. Ferguson and
his Christian experience, of his reasons
Spratt and L. S. Black
to
Rockland. Later he will visit at Miss Louise H. Ferguson have
was the only way out.
He urged all to way
Vocal Solo,
Mrs. Edna Howe : for
been
seeking to enter the ministry and of
his former island home.
guests the past week of Capt. and Mrs.
Remarks:
be optimists and believe that man will
W. L. Hamilton, Mrs. Marion
his
Christian
faith.
E. H. Colby of Sunset.
and
Fred
Mis.
Ansel
Cunningham
A.
Lufkin,
work out his own destiny. Ballots and
Packard of Middletown,
He was questioned fully by the council
others
arrived Thursday to spend several
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Burdin and
not bullets should decide present day Conn.,
daughCentennial Poem,
Celia M. Nickerson and answered with frankness, fullness
months, the guest of her parents, Mr. ters Edna and Phyllis of Cliftondale,
conditions.
Singing, "The Star Spangled Banner”
and
Mrs.
H.
E.
Morrill
of
Belmont.
have
been guests of his
and earnestness.
Mass.,
parents,
Comrade Walls responded with brief
WEDNESDAY EVENING, 8 O’CLOCK
Mrs. Arthur Staples, her daughter Hel- Mr. and Mrs. A. W\ Burdin.
Council then voted to be by itself.
remarks tilled with sound common sense en aud son
Donald, of Lynn, Mass., are
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Havener and little
Council voted unanimously that the exUnion Church
of a man who served his country in the spending their vacation with Mr. and son, Carlton C. of
Whitelield, N. If, were
Programme given by Swanville Commu- amination is satisfactory and that we
recent guests of Mr. Havener’s
Civil war in the Twenty-sixth and was Mrs. Beverly Staples at Citypoint.
nity Chorus
parents,
proceed to the service of ordination.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E. Havener
George
H. D. Farnham, Director
Mrs. D. H. Shelton of Bridgeport, Conn.,
aware of w'hat menaces our country toThe moderator appointed a committee
Chorus
Sing ng,
Community
Mr. and Mrs. William fl. Grover have
He is proud to be a member of the is the guest for ten days of Miss Isabel
day.
Piano Solo,
Towle in East Belfast, a teacher in the sold their residence in
Ruby Gray to bring in the candidate and to report an G. A R. and
Bangor and nave
spoke logically of the influ- P. T. Barnum school of
Kermit S. Nickerson order of service.
Reading,
come to Belfast to make tiieir
Moderator announced
Bridgeport.
home with
ence of that body on the present generaVocal Solo,
B. W. Farnham
to candidate the unanimous and affectionMr. and Mrs. George C. Thompson and their daughter, Mrs. W. H. Coombs.
Reading
tion so recently in the world strife.
He
little son Billie auted to Augusta Sunday
Harlan S. Rowe of Sanford, well reate vote of council, and committee reString Quintette.
came very near mixing politics with paand were guests of Mr. Thompson's par- membered as a third-base on
W. M. Damm ported the following order of service:
Belfast’s
Reading,
triotism, but the applause given him in- ents, Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Thompson.
professional ball team of four vears ago,
Community Chorus Organ Prelude.
Singing,
was
the
last
guest
week
of
dicated
that
the
Dr.
J H. Bradbury
majority w'as in sympaFoster
Mr. and Mrs. Hal R. Eaton of Bangor
Hymn.
C. Small.
Vocal Solo,
Mrs. H. Lb Farnham
He does not want the United will he guest the last of the week of Mr.
thy.
Reading of Minutes by Scribe.
Reading.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar E.
Rev. F. S. Dolliif States to be placed under guardianship, and Mrs. Cecil Clay, coining to attend
Prayer,
Stevens, with
Male Quartette,
the cabaret at the Northport Country Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler of
Scripture Reading, Rev. C. H. McElhiney etc.
Marlboro, Mass'
Violin Solo,
H. D Farnham Anthem.
club.
left Thursday on their return home after
A program was furnished by local talFinale:
a visit with the former’s
Rev. C. F. Robinson
Sermon,
son, Herbert H.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Burd of West MedCentennial Song, ‘‘Swanville.’
ent as follow's:
and wife.
Hymn.
ford, Mass., have arrived at. their cottage Stevens,
Wordsand music arranged ex; ressly for
Prayer of Ordination,
Singing, America, by audience, with at Little River, where they will be joined
Dr. George W. Holmes of
the occasion by Conductor Farnham
Boston, now
Supt. Charles Harbutt Mrs. Bessie
later by Miss Kate Lewis and Miss Abbie at the head of the
solo dances,
Keyes,
pianist;
X-ray department of
Hymn.
Couillard.
the Massachusetts General Hospital was
THURSDAY, AUG. 28, 10 A. M.
Rev. Fred Bannister the Sailors’ Hornpipe and Dutch Girl, in
Charge to Pastor,
Mrs. A.lice Frost Leonard and Miss in Belfast, the past week, the guest of his
Parade 11 a m.
Right Hand of Fellowship,
costume by Ernestine Webber; tenor
Hattm L. furbish of the State School at mother, Mrs. George O. Holmes, and
Dedication of "Curtis Memorial Tablet”
Rev. T. H. Martin
other relatives.
solos, An Alabama Lullaby and You
C. H. Black Hymn.
Remarks,
Meriden, Conn., have been spending a
Can’t Have the Keyes to My Cellar, by short vacation with relatives
12 Noon
Mrs Spencer W. Mathews, who was
Benediction by the Pastor.
and friends
Beans baked in tbe ground, sandwiches
F. Hammons, who was given in Belfast and vicinity.
taken seriously ill with pneumonia while
Voted that the moderator, scribe and Charles
and coffee served,
at her cottage on the Cottrell
three cheers and a tiger.
The program
Mr benj.
shore, was
Rev. C. F. Robinson be empowered to
McKenney has returned
2 P. M.
to Boston where lie is employed in the In- moved Monday to her residence on Cedar
the Star Spangled Banner.
Union Church, J. W. Nickerson, Presiding prepare tile minutes without referring closed with
street.
Miss
Bondeaux, R. N., of Banterior Decorating Dept,, of Paine’s FurniThe members reported dead since the
3. W. Nickerson them back to this
Opening Remarks,
gor is attending the case.
Voted that
body
ture Co. after a month’s vacation at
his
last meeting were John S. Gilmore, Fitz home on
Singing, “America.”
copies of the minutes of council be sent
Northport avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock and
Hon. L. M. Staples
Address,
W. Patterson. Calvin Glidden, Charles
Herbert I\ Field are on a ramping trip at
Frank J Starrett of Springlield, Mass
Gov. Carl E. Milliken to the candidate, the two churches, ConAddress,
t it* .Vilagash Plantation Their c: no c was
T. Eldridge, Benj. Emerson, Maj James has returned to
his home after a short vis.t
Singing, “Swanville,”
gregational headquarters at Portland and
shipped to Northeast Carry
Mrs. W.mM. Fowler, Jefferson Clark, Henry M. with relatives in Belfast.
Swanville Community Chorus the. Congregational
Mrs. StarLibrary, Boston.
'iani H. Smalley is -assisting Waldo B
4 P. M., Sports.
Fred L. Burn- felt and son Harry, also Miss Florence
Stephen
Springer,
Chase,
Voted tiiat a recess be taken untii 7.3u
Washburn at the Woodcock More during
; lake o'
Springlield, will remain for a Mr. Woodcock’s absence.
ham. A very appropriate resolution was
THURSDAY EVENING
o’clock and tnat at the close of the service
longer visit.
read by chairman Morse of the commitMrs. W H. Getz of Milwaukee
of ordination the council be dissolved.
Grand Centennial Ball at Comet
Mr. am! Mrs Philip I. Smardon and
tee.
formerly Miss Edith Ellingwood of Beil
Grange Hall.
son of Portland have been
Attest,
for
a
guests
fast. and Mrs. Frank Eilin^wnod ofPr
If stormy Wednesday or Thursday, the
E. F. Anderson and Alonzo White of few
W. S. Hatch, Scribe
days of Mr. and Mrs Cecil Clay. idence, R. L, arrived
Thursday for as: >£
programme will be postponed to the next
Belfast and F. F. Phillips were elected to Mrs. Smardon is Mr.
Clay's
daughter.
fair day.
left Wednesday to visit friends in ten
They
membership.
in
war work and has been a
JONES-WIGHT
ively
ter.
member of the Milwaukee ambulance
Interesting remarks were made by Bridgewa
THE CHURCHES
i).
r red
Jones and Maude Herrick
Albert Robinson is at his home in this corp.
Philip S. Holmes of Salem, Mass., who
E B Lunt of Hanover, N. H„ arrived
Wight were married Monday evening, was three times wounded at the front city, having arrived from New Orleans,
St. Margaret's Char el, Sunday, Aug.
where
he has been acting as second engi- Thursday to join his sun William for a
August 4th, at the residence of the and displayed his souvenir bullet taken
neer
on
one
of
10th.
the
lr.
few
S. shipping boar!
Morning prayer and sermon at bride’s
days’ visit with Ralph 1 Cooper
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. from his back two years after the battle
steamers, running from New Orleans lo Mrs. Lunt
atives in
10.45 a. m.
Rev. E. F. Ferris, priest in
Rev. Charles
Herrick of South Belfast.
Mex.
Tampico,
Massachusetts. William is fast reci erof Irish Bend.
charge. The public are invited to wor- W. Martin officiated with the single
lus
after
ring
Janies Craig of Carmel, about 86 years
an
ing
strength
'mss w t;.
Mrs. Noah L Page of Beverly, Mass
ship with us.
service.
They w'ere unattended and only old, came to attend the reunion and made arrived Sunday morning for a visit with scarlet fever and will remain sevr
weeks
here.
and
beremarks.
He
interesting
helpful
Services will be held at the Baptis- the family and a few friends were present.
her sister, Mrs. George E.
Kittredge,
lieves in being cheerful and happy. Brief
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Capen, daughter
joining her young son, Earl Hudson
church next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Rev. Tile home was decorated with cut flowers remarks
were also made
by Comrades who has been here for several weeks.Page,
Madeline and Mrs. Kordham of New York,
She
H
will
Harry
Upton
supply the pulpit. and ferns. The bride wore a becoming Maddocks and Cook. Mr. Phillips spoke was
accompanied by Miss Elizabeth Kit- arrived recently as guests of Mrs. F. G.
Sunday school at noon. The public is gown of blue silk. Mr. and Mrs. Jones a few words and President Morse’s part- tredge, who returned from a week in Bos- Spinney. They were on an auto tr:; :i.ing message was for all present to come ton as guest of Mr. and
cordially invited to these services.
Mrs. Claude B. cluding visits to Moosehead Lake and th
left shortly after the marriage for a visit
again.
White Mountains.
Mr. Capen is the son
Roberts.
at Lake Quantabacook. They will make
Methodist Church,
People’s
Rev
of the late Mis Emma Weils Cape;., a
Charles W. Martin, pastor; parsonage, their home at what is generally known as
Mrs. Fannie E. Shute and little grand- Belfast girl.
NORTHPORT
daughter, Miss Elena B. Shute, left SatNo. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11.
Mrs. George F. Jenks of Providence. K.
Sun- the Thompson garden farm on Lower
for Rockland, where Mrs.
1 and Mrs. Edward Albert of Millin', ke
The program at the Country Club Sun- urday morning
day morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday- Congress street, w'hich Mr. Jones reShute will visit her sister and Miss Elena
Me., are visiting their pareii
Mr. am.
school, 12.00; Sunday evening preaching,, cently bought. The groom is one of Bel- day evening was furnished by Mrs. Clem- will visit her maternal
grandmother, Mrs. Mrs. A. L. Thayer, High street. Mrs
7.30.
Prayer meeting this, Thursday, fast’s well knewn business men and his ent W. Wescott, who sang a group of C E. Batchelder
Elena will return tits Albert returned to her home
M.
bride has been employed in his store for
week but Mrs. Shute will remain for sev- noeket on
evening at 7.30.
songs, Mrs. Allan M. Howes and Miss
Tuesday acconfpanied by tier,
Thepublic is cordially several
the
eral weeks, visiting relatives in Rockland sister and
are
years.
receiving
They
invited to attend all these services.
H. Owen, who played piano
mother, who w.l! spend si. c ia
cordial congratulations of many friends. Marguerite
and Camden.
weeks with her.
duets, and Miss Louise Bunker of BrookKI.ARK-URBAN COMPANY
line, Mass., violinist, with Prof. FrederNORTH BELFAST.
ick W. Sweetser of Searsport as accom- J
The attraction at the Colonial, three
panist. A large crowd was present, and
Alfred Walton of Newton, Mass., ardays commencing Monday, Aug. 18, will
rived Tuesday morning to visit his father,
be the Klark-Urban company. The plays the program was very much enjoyed.
j
they ere presenting this season include
The Woman's Golf Club report a pleasW. H. Walton
“The Fortune Hunter,” by Wincliell
ant visit in Waterville Tuesday, when
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carpenter and Smith a
play that ran two years in New
were gue its of the Waterville Club.
daughter Dorothy arrived last Saturday I York and one year in Chicago. This will they
he the opening play.
“The 13th Chair,” Lunch was served and the game followed
and are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
a n.ystery play that ran a
whole season resulting in a score of 8 to 3 in favor of
B. Ladd.
in New York, and “The Master Mind,” a
Waterville.
Miss Anna Ayer of Brookdr; ma in which hypnotism figures promiMrs. Fred K, Downs, Miss Blanche
a member of the Northport Club,
will be presented during the en- line,
nently,
Downs and Miss Carrie Brier of Somer- gagement. The Klark-Urban
Company was the lowest w.th 55, Miss Clara Chapville, Mass., arrived last week and are is larger and better than usual this season man and Mrs. George Bell of Bangor, also
and a carload of scenery is carried.
with Mrs. R. S. Brier and family.
of this club, did good work. Others atHEAR THE LATEST
were Mrs. Vaughan Hamilton,
Mrs. George U. Hatch and daughter
tending
Mrs. Abbie Myrick of

ing

a

Victrolas

Pianos

Player-Pianos

Elizabeth

and

John

Armstrong

of New

Haven, Conn., arrived Tuesday morning
and are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Hatch.
The Ladies’ Aid society held their

an-

nual sale and entertainment Tuesday evening, Aug. 5th, and it was a decided sucThe salps
cess, socially and financially.
table
ell

was

in charge of Miss Millie MitchArline Walton. The fish

and Miss

pond

was

thou

under the control of Mrs. Mar- !

Doak.

The

entertainment,

which

consisted of piano solos, vocal solos, quartettes, duets and readings, was under the
direction
cream
were

of

was

Mrs.
served.

Frank

Tibado.

Ice

The total receipts

about $60.

Miss Maude L. Field, R. N., daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Field of Lincolnville avenue, is now employed at the
New Jersey Hospital for the treatment of
Miss Field is a B. H. S. ’16,
tuberculosis.
graduate and also a graduate in June ’19,
from the Bangor State school for Nurses.
She also has a diploma from the Bellevue
Hospital in New York city, where she
served as an affiliate nurse.
Mrs. Frank Valymer of Bound Brook,
N. J., is the guest of her cousin, Miss
Ida E. Walker.

Dedham, Mass.,

has been a guest of Mrs. A. G. Wilson,
and left recently to visit in Newport.

Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Dickey have returned from Rockland, where they were
guests of Mr. E. H. Dickey.

Mrs.

V. L.

Hall,

Mrs.

A.

M.

Howes,

Misses Anne M. Kittredge and Clara B.
Keating, Mrs. R. W. Rollins, Mrs. Stearns
and Mrs. R. C. Ward.

The return game
will be played at Northport later.

Louisa Wadsworth Pottle and
Mrs
The annual meeting of the Northport
family of Rockport were guests Tuesday
of Mrs. Mary Wadsworth. They came Village Corporation was held Tuesday
and the officers elected as follows: Pres.,
to attend the reunion of the Twenty-sixth
Maine Regiment.
Ira M. Cobe; Vice Pres., Ralph L. FlanMrs. Thomas Mitchell and sons, Ed- j ders; Clerk, C. C. Dickinson; Agent, C.
win and Paul of Roslindale, Mass., are j O. Dickey; Overseers, Lorin Cross, Ralph
Mr. Mitch- i
guests of Belfast relatives.
L. Flanders, Charles O. Dickey, Eugene
ell will join them later.
R. Conner, Philo C. Blaisdell, Dr. Percy
Miss Pauline Walden of Pasadena,
Warren and Charles E. Rogers. It was
Calif., is the guest of her nephew, Charles voted to build sewers on
Bay street
H. Walden and Mrs. Walden, at their
home on Court street. On her way from and adjoining streets. It was voted to
California, Miss Walden has been visiting support the movement of the overseers
in Chicago, Boston and Portland.
to have the name changed to Northport
Mrs. Frank Dyer of Bayamon, P. R., Harbor, and make the changes necessary
is the guest of Mrs. Frank G. Mixer. in
signs, etc. In his annual report Pres.
Mrs. Dyer is the widow of Capt. Frank
Cobe gave the corporation’s financial
and
since
Belfast
his
a
former
man,
Dyer,
death several years ago has superintended standing as satisfactory and he urged all
the management of their fruit ranch.
tax payers to attend these meetings.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lacombof WaterMrs. Caroline Havener of Citypoint
ville arrived Monday for a short visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Morse. They was honored last week with a visit from
all left Tuesday for Portland, where Mr. her great grandson, Carleton Condon
Morse will consult a specialist for the in- Havener and his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
jury recently received on his head at the
N. H.
of
Havener
Rex
Whitefield,
Dexter.
at
station
R. R.

VICTOR RECORDS
AND

PLAYER-PIANO

ROLLS

AT THE

Belfast Music
“Music

Rooms

Headquarters of Waldo County.”

WILLIAM L. LUCE., INC.,
Phone 234

14 Main Street, Belfast

Belfast, Thursday,

introduction which may or may not
lead to a real acquaintance and an understanding. We never, anywhere else, saw

Journal

The Republican

an

Aug. 14, 1919.

so
are

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican journal Pub.

many

here.

The Scriptures tell

Co.

us

sapience

we

that there are more wise

ADVERTISING TERMS.
For one square,
one incli length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion
Subscription Terms.
In advance,
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.

INEXCUSABLE
St. Elizabeth’s asylum for the insane is
one of several institutions for the care
and treatment of the insane in the State
of New York.
Quite a large number of

shell-shocked, gassed

or wounded Amerisoldiers whose minds had given way

‘over there,’ have been sent to St. Elizabeth's, where it has been asserted they

it and the rains wash it.

Mary and me, we came down here somewheres around four weeks ago, and we bin

are

convinced

men

When

in Ston-

we

and following are some of the things
which he said he saw and heard; “We
taken through many w'ards, where
we saw hundreds of men and boys cooped

must not conclude that the village as an
entirety is intensely staid and matter-of-

were

Many of them wore
army or navy uniforms or the remnants
of them
Many of the soldiers stood with
folded arms; others sat stolidly on the
benches and stared vacantly at the walls.
and cursed, and others
coherently and asked that mes-

Some shrieked

sages be delivered for them. We talked
with the guards and asked what amuseor

occupation these

had and were told that nothing

was

meu

pro-

vided except a walk. They were supposed to be taken out once a day but this
One guard said
did not always happen.
that none of the 51 occupants of his ward
three weeks.
They
supposed to get a tobacco ration,
but each guard told a different version of
the amount and frequency of the ration.
None had tobacco. Many begged for it!
been out for

had

were

We went to the wards where bed-ridden
A well built man of
men were housed.
25 with

"uttered night-gown (his only

a

clothing> rolled about his neck cried
plaintive!' for his mother. On the bed
next adjoining his a handsome lad stared
Under the next bed a naked
hopelessly
soldier was huddled, and so on through
There were

the ward.

no

and

nurses

no

other things, hut these are enough.
In
closing he said: “It is hard to believe

i

:

1

j

that American soldiers are subjected to
this treatment. We would not believe it
now that we
forget it.” If
tnis statement of Mr. Harvey’s is true or
only partly true, Secretary of War Baker

if

had not

we

have

seen

it, and

it we shall

seen

should call in his

trar.s-cont:n.enta)

never

flying circuses,

and his
truck trains and

army

send their brass bands and automobiles
St. Elizabeth’s to entertain these men,

to

and

far

as

possible alleviate the tedium

as

of their pitiful existence. President Wilson should divert his thought from tile
the real right here at
Our Congressmen both Republi-

elsewhere,

ideal

home,

to

and Democratic shou d let the League
ie on the table till this in-

can

of Nations

iquity, and a few others, have been put
out of c- ..stence and every official in any

responsible for them has been Kicked out of office in disgrac e and otherwise
punished according to Ins deserts.
way

WHEN THE DAY SMILED.
T:

particular day

not long ago
Journal joined
Coombs excursion parties

>

was

the eoitor of Ti

when

C dpt
trip do’vn the Ea
i he steamer
ingtoi.
(T

one

;or

e

ern

a

Bay

Golden

Ston-

to

Rod

left

tier wharf in Belfast at half past eight.
The sea was in complete repose.
We
knew

not dead because in some in-

was

delinite way we were aware of the pulsing
We knew it was not asleep
of the Due
it

because

with the

day,

was

smiling.

are

Grecian Archipelago ncr the Ionian Sea
if he would behold islands of picturesque
They lie just without ihe doors
beauty
our

beautiful harbor. It is true that
story has

records and

own

classic

is

our

and

“especially,”

good time

islands were mapped

our

caii'i.

I bet yer don’t know the
state this here town do be in>

deeplorable

There
ant, as regards the young people.
ain’t no place of amusement except the
movies and

the

Now I

street.

but they ain’t no good fer a stiddy diate.
They do be ruinous ter the eyes, the dees-

along, fer now they’re going ter
be most keerful of their children's health.

position and the morals.

But

a

community health

over-statement
gance,
that are made for it. There is no llamboyancy in .ts advertising. It is a product of the long-established and widely
known C. I. Hood Company, and this
fact is a guarantee of its superior worth.
Peptiron is sold by all druggists.
no

trees,

or

stand-offish and

cold-like).

Now

denyin’ of it no-how, but

there

followed

With this battery you get a definite Guarantee
of eighteen months’ comfort and satisfaction. It
has such a wealth of power that it is bound to
make good the EVEREADY Guarantee.

Wilson A.
Whitten, Searsmont, to
Thomas M. Simmons, et al., Belfast;
land and

buildings

in Searsmont.

Frank Herbert Hall, Belfast, to Fred
D. Jones, do ; land and buildings in Bel-

For really efficient and conscientious
battery
service,—repair work, recharging, and refilling—
the right place is the EVEREADY Service Sta-

fast.
Carl C. Jenkins, Monroe, to Gladys
Hall, do.; land in Monroe.
John Moore, Monroe, to Margaret
Waitt et al., do.; laud and buildings

We are EVEREADY to
this way.

tion.

B

in

P.

Belfast Steam Vulc. niziiitr

in

no

them

churches do be wastin’ away gentle

one

It Ginn house.
and eas>-like but facin’ sure death.
its old, I
a bad disease: all
sure has got
Mr. and Mrs. Win, Cullen and son of
New London, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs.
strong, sturdy iiinbs (limbs do be called
J. A. Cook and daughter of Conn., are
members sometimes) are git tin’ old and
visiting at the Misses Hannah and Ellen
worn out and its case is such that there
Heagan’s for two weeks.
around
the
shoots
ain’t no new
growin’
roots ter take the place of the olu mem- |

keep the church alive. Now
ain’t that just awful, ant, but do ver
know, that there ither church ain’t much
better. They’ve only got a few’ green

FOR SALE

hers and

shoots.

Well,

as

I

was

a-sayin’, ivrywhere’s

IN ShAIlSPORT

■:r

are

j

wood lot, 25 acres; one wood lot,
Write to
11 acres; one Held, ti acres.
JOURNAL OFFICE.
2w32*
One

not, dav

when the

raged with frenzied
malice and leaped with ail its strength
against these island fortresses, from the
the tops of which a scanty but brave
vegetation defied it.
Ston 1 gton village and its surrounds

Next Time—Buy

Opportunity ia preseated experienced

to

try to describe

1G0 Caroline Ave.. Og leusburg. X. V.
"I suffered a great deal for three or
four years with Aerzous Sick Headache and Dyspepsia. Had to take two
to four seidlitz powders every other
day. Tried doctors—ate bran gems—
took all kinds of remedies
but
nothing did me good until I used
‘i'ruit-a dives’,or Fruit Liver Tablets.
I was relieved the first day 1 used
them. 77, v made me zeell and keep
ntt
and I am alv ays glad to tell
people of the great tilings ‘Fruit-atives’ have done for me.
1 have many friends ,i < tgdensburg
now
using ‘Fruit-a-lived on my
ecommeudatiou'1,
C. 1. lillsWICK.

be 1'H'.TIT-A-T1
i;.

L

>

Limited,

X. v.

\7:?.n need of

tive, do

CORD TIRES

saw

or

ever

Stonington.

heard of or ever read of

a

wee.”

We can tell

you

even

some

hings about it but these will be simply

a

purga-

not resort to vio-

lent cathartics, but take the
gentle, natural laxative—

Bccchams
Pills

Largest Sale of Ary Medicine in the World.
In Boxes, 10c., 25c.
Sold everywhere.

for Cord Tires.

E. H.

TkarCESUt
•••r n«ki

as

being done by villages. If you want to
know how Stonington looks you must
not only go there to see it but you must
“bide

Big, clean-cut in
appearance, they give
an excess mileage

It does not nestle
It does not sit in

picturesque beauty beneath the shade of
stately elms. It does not stand like a
queenly beauty surrounded by lofty mountains, tra-la-la, etc. It does not do any
of the ol-de-rol things which we ever

secure

FREE TRAINING
as

DlLK Of i" ictiio
and
EMl^MEERS
at

schools of U. S. Shipihn^ Boaid

FREE COURSE IN NAVIGATION, six w.-.-k.
•r higher; open to men of tv*<> years' deck
equivalent In fisheries, or on
k**, bay or

APPLY AT SCHOOL. OR STREET FLOOR. CL

‘‘They

may

■jdrinks

but

talk about their

Ird

-r

nr*'

or

FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING,
assistant engineer s license or I igner. open
a
lug experience. Including locomotive and st t
>
marine engines, graduate* of h-l.nlrai sc!
tenders.
Navigation Schools, Mass. Inst, of T*»• .n. :
and Portland. Me.. Engineering School
\U.-

«

I-

H

fangled

new

There’s Nothing So Good As

TEAS
Formosa

Oolong

<r

and India

Orange Pekoe and Ceylon

packages. Premium coupon in each.
219
Your neighborhood dealer sells them.
Thurston N Kingsbury Co., Portland, Maine

Convenient

iiiAiiiE uJ i lihL H
are

|

BELFAST

j

On a ml after July 1, *»’M0
el Wa
nee ting at Burnham
through trains for an i t: > .i
terville, Portland an 1 Bust
daily, except Sunday, as ! o' I

see

the fine vdues

we

made from the finest linens
and embroidered in white, Chines
blues, green, etc. Also centerpieces,
runners and small pieces.

China,

j

TOUGH, WEAR-RESISTING TREADS
For Sale by Dealers

Boyington

EYE SIGHT SPECIALIST
30 Years'

Experience.

44 South Main Street,

Winterport,

Maine

Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

BIKJKHA.'

ANu

FROM

IVORY FANS

BK.LFASI

Belfast, depart,
Citvpoint,
Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,
Thorndike,

HAND MADE LACES

I

Some splendid values in lares, both
silk, and linen, lace collars, mats,
etc.

d

7.01
7 1l
7 id
7 : »

Unity,
Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,
Kairlieiil,

Waterviile,
Boston,

■

m

p.

1

>

Portland,
a

Watei

v

Eurnitare and
Leave

at

moving

Clinton,
Burnd im,

o.

a

stable,

the

Main and Cross streets, and
ceive prompt

sp.*cia

y.

corner

raev

will

l
I

!t»J
11

10

'*

10

n

ix

K: o.v.

Brooks,

>n
Citypomt.
Belfast, ar. e,
Flag station.
cStops to leave passengers
1

Telephone connection.
W. W. El MO,
^allo

Unity,
Thorndike,
W. Ido,

attention.

12b

*

innee>M>h,

piano

orders

all kind?

l> 1

Kairtiei

TRUCKING
to do

m.

.i.

Bangor,

prepared

BF. I V AS r

Boston,

AMY L. WlkSi »\.
SUE M IWRTRIDCE

am

o>

i
11 t>

Port la ml,

We would he pleased to exhibit
them to anyone.
Call t<. si-.* them
at the Journal office or

r

in.

.1

We have a few fans of carved ivory
with si.;,
and embroidered siik,
scarfs to match, also sandal-wood
•and hand-painted fans.

i

\

offering in lunch sets, imported Prom

Call and

BE3WICK

MR. C. E.

pric?,

sea

Words are inadequate.
in the arms of the sea.

to

men

in preparation for license ex:>.m::uuitms

Wend*, P.elfas

Pare from Belf.isl to B
M I. If \KMS, tr. n'l l
D C Dot (iLASS.
General Manager, P«*rtI
»

SOo. a box, G for ?-’T0. t rial size 75c
At all d, :It rs or sent nu receipt of

ings are so different fioni any oth-r spot
in Maine, that landing there one feels
that he is entering a foreign town. It is
useless

Co.

U. S. MERCHANT MARINE

JASMINE TEA

..

,'hundant evidences that here
been many days which smiled

e

j

STORAS* 'CATTERY

74 Main Street.

ington, although the day is still smiling,
there

every autoist

vv»
A

We also have the jasmine fen from
China, which is splendid for luncheons or iced tea.

—

and grasses fearlessly have
As we draw nearer to Ston-

there li.v

serve

Pettinifell Andrews Comp ny, Poston, Mass., as Distributors.

Mr. Evander Ginn of Atlanta, Ga., and
sister, Miss Addie M. Ginn of Worcester,
Mass., have been spending a week at the

of

ain’t

down to the sands, and the

mes

sir.is

yer Know

mont.

been visiting relatives here.

miles, more or less, the sea seems to have
always been at peace with the dry land.
The soil

don’t

wage no war against the movies.
They
do be all rite in their time and season,

on

Little Dior Isle 10,000 of
tor the iirst 20
years ago.

r

“the

young people.”

s

Nit. Desert

Mary,

says

older than local

of creation ages before the history whir h we read was written, and we
dare not ; ruclaim what might have been
on

1

been written into their

ever

history, but the world
the cha:-:

no

! in

a

met her death. As a result of this accident people af the town caused the new
crossing warning to be placed t either
side of the track, 300 feet away, in the
hope that it would cause other drivers of
motor vehicles to exercise more care. So
ar as is known this is the first time th> t
uch a use has ever been made of tne
kull and crossbones.

entrance to

the church ter

j

Shake off your automobile starting, lighting and
ignition troubles—liberate yourself from the annoyances and expenses of storage battery failure
by calling on the EVEREADY Storage Battery
for help.

1

will rejoice and be glad in it.**
A resident of Belfast need not visit the
we

an

Haynes, Bangor, to Augustus
Coombs, Islesboro; land in Islesboro.
Frank H. Brown, Freedom, to George
O. Danforth,
do.; land and buildings in

j

Maine’s only skull and cross-bones
railroad crossing warning has just been
placed in prsition at a grade crossing
near Brunswick where on the afternoon
of June 2 last Miss Lucy Tarr, aged 15,

which alford

Ella W.

P.

J

the hills, the mountains and
blue arch above were also smiling and we
felt like exclaiming as did the Psalmist
long ago. “This is the day the Lord hath
The shore,

made;

Parish House.”

IndependenceyGlj

In ’98 tve told Cuba that we’d take a harul
in her scrap with Spain, help her shake
off
her troubles and become independent. It
was a considerable
job but the U. S. with her
wealth of power made good her guarantee.

■

attendants, except a youth who carried
the keys, arm this was true of the other
wards. We asked if these men were ever
roiled out into the sunshine and the ansMr. Harvey said many
wer was “No.”

take the ither church

Monroe and Frankfort.
young folks got ter do somethin’—that’s
1
James A, Brown, Camden, to Clarence
They actually frolic nurse. I guess they’ve started on the rite
almost to idiocy.
human nature.
Now if they had one of
W. Hewey, Searsmont; land and buildthrough the village. They whisk round a track all rite. I heard said the ither day them
Parish Houses they could have a
ings in Searsmont
corner, caper up a steep ascent, turn an- that people who think more of their prosgymnasium fer the boys and the girls
Clarence W. Hewey, Searsmont, to
other corner, romp along a few steps, perity than of their posterity are fools
and they could have a nice warm place
George I. Leach, Waldo; land and buildscramble down a little way to a lower and need a big bump ter sit them rite,
ter come along of a winter evenin’ and
ings in Searsmont.
level, turn another corner and then up but 1 guess the folks here calcalate ter git
play camutlage games under proper suIsa E. Ellis, Belfast, to Lucy R.
again. It is up again, round again, on | along without the bump. They’re gittin’
Hall,
at
the
be
a
lamin’
same
pervision and
do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
again, down again, till you arrive some- j real up ter date fer they’ve bin havin’ a time.
don’t object ter larfolks
Young
NathanielJ Pottle, Howard, R. I., et
where. We allude to the streets in the \ Chautauqua and it was fine. Yer know
nin’ when they don’t know it’s takin’
resident portion of the village.
als., to Emma B. Pitcher, Belfast; land
The| this town is sure climbin’ the ladder ter place.
Oh, they’d like it all rite once and
There were some grand
street where the stores and shops are is higher life.
buildings in Belfast.
And if they used that
they got goin’
seen
the
roads
!
have
Are
good?
level.
and
I
wish
could
Lavinia E. Gray, Detroit, to Virgie G.
yer
speakers
comparatively
there church they could be fittin’ it up
Well, we rode about 20 miles in an auto- j the pageant the kids here gave the last line and makin’ it a memorial ter the West, Plymouth; land and buildings in
Yer know, ant, there do be
mobile in the village and outlying parts j afternoon.
Troy.
boys who went ter fite and niver came
Jennie W Robertson, Searsport, to
of the town and we can affirm that when some up and cornin’ kids in this town.
back.
Then it would be a perp-tual reCora M. Marks, do.; land and buildings
the roads of the State of Maine are as ! Some of them sure have some talent.
membrance ter the town, first of them
in Searsport.
On Sundays we have bin havin’ some
good as those in Stonington, we shall |
grand patriarchs who built the church
Mary J. Healey, Winterport, et al., to
have no further use for a State Highway | great preachin’. Tout Sundays to of them
and who were its pillars and then, as I
Lewis Stubbs, do.; land in Monroe.
Commission. There are probably some I churches here met ler gither aud heard a
was sayin’, ter the boys.
Yer know, this
Lona A. Flanders, Northport, to Frank
five or six hundred people living in the j man who yust ter preach here a long time
mite be some old town when all this got
do
a
I. Beach, do.; land and
it.
How
near
and
they
get
village
buildings in
He sure was upliftin’ the minds of started.
ago.
And then there’s this that just
Northport.
living? We cannot answer that question. us all and them to churches did enjoy about
caps the climax, as they say.
Irena Seaver Ward, Troy, to Heber I.
The reader is respectfully referred to the listenin’ ter him ensemble.
And then we
Mary, she do be the beatinest woman.
The
:
ihc
Lord.
to
or
Seaver, do.; land in Troy.
had anither preacher here who sure de- What do
people themselves
yer suppose she says ter me
John O. Elliott, Freedom, to Frank H.
town has an appearance of thrft, which j livered the goods and it was a mixed
this mornin’?
or taking ini
house
a
boarding
Brown, do.; land and buildings in Freerunning
So
audience he did be after speakin’ ter.
she
"there’s
a
“Jim,
says,
chapter in
dom.
washings does not impart. We saw no ; lots of folks they do be after talkin’ of a the Bible that lits this
pat.”
Pearl B. Daggett, et ah, Troy,
indications of poverty and many indica- j uneefication of churches. Ivry blamed
to
says I, “in the Bible?”
"How,”
Charles H. Davis, Boothbay Harbor; land
tions of pie ty, and can testify to the place that Mary and me gits an invite ter
“Yes,” says Mary, “yer just turn ter
and buildings in Troy.
fact lhat the stores and hotel average! somebody says somethin’ about it. And
Ezekiel thirty-seven and read what it
of
the
of
other
George E. Payson, Waldo, to Leslie B.
villages
well with those
j why not, says I, ter yer know it says, says. And sure enough, there it is, ant,
State. The dwellings are well painted ! aut,
Smith,
do.; land and buildings in Waldo.
just as she said, tile whole situation
Cooper & Co., Belfast, to V. A. Simand look like real homes in which people I
down
in
black
and
times
and
how
how
and
it
cirwhite,
good
pleasant
“Behold,
land and buildings in Belfast.
Every perfind comfort and happiness.
cumstances changed.
If yer don’t be- mons, do.;
is for brethren to dwell together in unity!”
well
and
was
dressed
Clarence W. Hewey, Searsmont, to
we
saw
whom
son
j Of course we all know, that is any of lieve me he after lookin' it up of yersilf.
Daniel W. Brigham, Thomas Center, N.
those with whom we talked were courte- j
professes ter be anybody, that It says this, ant.
1 us who
J. ; land and buildings in Searsmont.
When we considered what Stonous.
some day we do ali be going' ter have one
“Moreover, thou son of man, take thee
Melissa
J.
McKeen, Swain ille, to
ington was when the Creator finished j church ter which all the folks shall
go. I one stick, and write upon it, Tor Judah,
M. Murphy, Waldo; land and buildhis work upon it and saw- what men and
Percy
and for the children of Israel, his comYer know yerself, ant, bein’ tied up with
women have since done to improve it, we
j the ministry that there won’t he any hoi- | panions, then take another stick, and ings in Swanville.
Sarah C. Cunningham, Searsport, to
felt that it would not be irreverent to beleriu' Methodists, nor Congregationalists j write upon it, for Joseph, the stick of
lieve that it would be only fair to make
George A. Towle, do.; land and buildings
Ephraim, and for all the house of Israel
with their sprinklin’s, nor Baptists, who
the allotment of credit for it all on a b0in Searsport.
ain’t never afeerd of plenty ol water, nor his companions.
We would like to spend several
bt) basis.
them
one to another unto
“And
join
nor
who
they
Uni.versalists,
We do not know- Unitarians,
weeks in Slonington.
one stick, and they shall become one in
say ain’t Orthodocks (tho what that
how many, but enough to learn what life
thine hand.”
means I don’i know) nor Episcopalians
to these people and what hopes
means
And yer can be after applyin’ it ter
with all their gettiu’s-up and sittin’s- j
and inspirat uns li3ve sustained them
Yer want ter read the
but the whole ding-busted hunch them churches.
down,
while making tlnir town what it is and
be gom’ ter have one grand church and whole chapter tho, ter git the entire
how they managed to raise such a crop of
and we’re all going’ ter meanin.’ I can’t rite it all down here.
one minister,
stalwart souls on such stony ground.
Braise the !
Well, I guess me line has lengthened
work ter-gither fer good.
i
A RKAL IRON IONIC
l.ord, when that there day do come. But somewhat, but yer know I just sort of
“FRUIT-A-TIVES
Brought Relief
I
me subject, so
rail on and on led oil by
The
First
bein'
a
safe
and
He
saniTried
know
Then;.
is
ver-siif,
that
there
a
Day
to
know
is
yer
1
It
today
Rood
ter speak.
Well, I’d like ter know how
truly effective preparation for tile relief Icily pcisuw, U-Ujinajo
uuycs
JCL
UC,
of those that suffer from nervousness,
in
ant, that that day won't coine all ter once yer feel about yer birthplace, ant,
weakness, the effects of overwork, of
We’ll have ter be these matters and as fer yersilf, Mary
a thunder bolt.
ike
care, anxiety and worry.
and me always like ter hear from yer.
It is called 1’eptiron, and has many ad- after workin’ up ter it graduai-iiKe and
!
Please remember us ter all your acquainvantages as a prep ration of iron in that with many weepin’s and wailin’s and
tances.
it dues not cause constipation, nor disturb
gnashin’s of teeth, I’m afeerd. Now yer
Your dootiful nephew,
the stomach nor injure the teeth.
ant, that rite in this town <tho i
know,
iron
Jim.
it is a real iron tonic, combining
the best effects of this there do be some disposed ter call it city)
so
as to secure
with
nux, celery,
great strengthener,
there’s to churches rite loving and sisterPROSPECS IERRY.
pepsin and other equally approved tonics like most of the time ttho 1 tio but speak
j
and digestives.
There is no extravaMiss Faustina Harding of Searsport has
in the claims rite when 1 says sisters is sometimes real j
fact. The streets

in long corridors.

a

United States Guaranteed the

“Now what,” says 1, “do be a Parish
House?”
And Mary, she always bein’ the most Freedom.
knowin' woman explains that a Parish
Maud E. Barnes, South Cushing to T.
I House be a
place belongin’ ter all the M.
Simmons, Searsmont; land in Searsfolks of
have a

is cornin’

j
frisky and eccentric They’ve introdooced

can

and make it inter

saw

“How firm a foundation ye Saints of the ! ter one hundred
thousand dollars and then
Lord.”
they do be after buildin’ a much needed
From what we have said the reader factor, a high school. And sure this town

ment, recreation

shinin’, “they

were

tor of Harvey’s Weekly, visited St Elizabeth's to see if these assertions were true,

talked

Emma Smith

Hilton, Damariscotta, to
somewheres and when she got back,
what do yer suppose? She did be after Charles E. Nickerson, et al., Hampden;
land and buildings in Winterport.
havin’ a grand idee—all the people could
be after usin’ one meetin’-house and one
Everett W. Gage, North Andover,
Mass., to Burton C. Paul, Searsmont; land
parsinage.
“Then,” says Mary, and her eyes do be in Searsmont.

woman, she gives forty thousand dollars
reminded of a verse if the town
that church we
raises forty thousand more.
of that good old hymn which opeus thus: Then they let it accumilate till it swells

not receiving proper or compassionate treatment.
Mr. George Harvey, ediwere

up

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
she gits home she just stamps her foot
of Deeds, for the week ending Aug. 9,
and says,
1919:
“Jim, now ain’t it the limit the way
Preston E. Smith, Winterport, to Lillian
them sister churches do be after livin’ at
F. Spangle, Bangor; land and buildings in
a dyin’ rate.”
Winterport.
The ither day Mary, she went callin’

Dear Ant,

of the

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

Mary and me goes we gits suspicions and
evidences of all this state of affairs and
Maine Mary she just gits so disgusted that when

thinkin’ of yer a great lot, seein’s whereas
yer yust ter hang out here in the days of
ington than in any other township in thy youth, so ter speak. Then to, we bin
the United States. It is the most positive seein’ a pile of folks who yust ter know
looking town we ever saw’. It looks as yer, and so Mary, she says to me,
if it had come there to stay, whether the
“Jim, yer write ter ant and tell her all
winds blew and the floods came upon it, the news and how the town’s prosperin’.’’
So I, always a dootiful husband, takes me
or whether the wipds ceased and the sun
We stopped to look at pen in hand ter drop yer a line.
shone eternallv.
a nice little church building.
This, too,
This do be one great summer we’re
showed that the elders had noted the text havin’. The
country all around here is
It was perch- beautiful. We do have the
to which we have alluded.
greenest trees
ed, yes, perched, that's right, upon a fair- and bluest skies, and my, ant, I just wish
is
in
front
ly smooth ledge. The lawn
yer could see the sunsets we have ivry
granite, all in one piece, just as the Lord nite. This place do have some great natmade ,it and put it there, and we were ural
advantages and lots of ither advanpleased to note that man had not meddled tages, to, ant, fer what do yer know—
We did not see a spear of there’s
with it since.
goin’ ter be a grand new high
grass growing upon it. The wind sweeps school here! Yes, because one generous
evidence of

can

The Biggest Little City in
August 4, 1919

rocks on the same acreage, as

wise man who built his house upon a rock.
If building one’s house on a rock is an

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

As Others See Us.

W. A. Banks. C. F. Thompson.
Georgs F. Kent, Druggist.
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Telephone connections

Clyde R. Chapman,
Attorney
Odd Fellows’ Building,

at
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Law,
Beltast, Mai.ie,

Formerly with Williamson, Burleigh
25tf
& McLean of Augusta.

Cottage for Sale

At East Northport, furnished cottage of
6 rooms, bath, electric lights, garage,
etc., on high land, and water frent, overlooking bay; near stores, hotel, golf links
and Bangor S. S. lauding.
JOHN A. ROBERTS,
103 Summer Ave., Reading, Mass

WASHED
on

short

notice

at

t

Windsor Hotel
SI ABLE

WANTED, CHEFS, COOKS, 'v
RESSES, chamber maids, laun
general and kitchen workers, elc. I
family, hotel or restaurant. App1'
Hawley, 7110 High St., Bath. Tel
4w29

T HELPS MINIMIZE FIJIAN’S DAY OVER
BOLSHEVISM Picturesque South Sea Islander

No energy

attend to your work properly, or with any degree of
f your head aches or if you feei dull and grouchy from
-tomach. or imperfect digestion. To do your work
and well, and to keep at it, you must have a dear
in

gft

Besides Regular "Y” Features Huts
Maintain Systematic Educa-

/

close room, open the windows or get
your lungs filled with fresh air. If your
inged from hasty eating, or eating too heartily of
.■stible food try a few doses of “L. F.” Atw'ood’s
You will get speedy
ut up your digestive functions.
ill find yourself doing your customary work easily
tion to yourself. Fifty cents a bottle at all dealers,
"L. F.’ Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
m
een confined
at and get

Is

(Lr
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Campaign
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O
worries of the

public

new

Czecho-SIovak Re-

the food situation and bol-

are

shevism, the latter partly

resulting

from the former and partly from Magyar propaganda, according to Irving D.
Kimball of Howell, Mass., a Y. M. C. A.
secretary from Prague, who is in Paris
for supplies.
Food

from

the

United

States,

brought in under direction of Herbert
Hoover, already noticeably is reliev-
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General Literature.
Book.

A universal book of

reference

current world
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doing

bolshevism.
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features
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educational
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maintain
campaign

against bolshevism, so effective has
this
that
campaign
proved
the
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writing rooms, cinema and entertain-

girls and one for
beautiful type in

holesome rivalry in all s ports.
including Sewing. Home Economics, Domestic
]'' ‘ding a id Pv.siness English and Arithmetic
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catalog and. rurther information, address
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Literature.

Eaker Deccratirg
Dr. John R. Mott of the Y.M.C.A.
With
the
Service
Distinguished
Medal f r
‘Especially Meritorious
and Conspicuous Service."

Secretary

John.
811 M 13

1919..
fields and other poems.
Maurice.
gomaster of Stilemonde. 1918.
; ank.
graft album. 1916.
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Travel.
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PARIS

Felix.
1.
1918.
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SEWERS
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SIGHT SEEING PARTIES.

Biography.
Andrew Hillard.
Ferdinand Foci his life and his theory of modern war... 1919.
a, Mariia Leontievna.
of the
ay life as peasant, officer and exile and commander
woman’s battalion of death.
ace Howe.
1918.
s grave and gay.
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Henry Mayers.
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History.
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iport towns of the South.
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1917

European War.
Helen Davenport.
gray home in France
nices Wilson.
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the submarine.
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Fiction.
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A novel of the war in America.
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imaging director of the Ameriholesale Coal Association told a
lee of Congress that there would
i
coal famine next winter, and that
I
Of
public would be to blame.”
i
the public is always to blame,
|
.’ dealers have no duty in the matter.
is plenty of coal in the ground, he
and plenty of miners to get it out,
!
the public won’t buy it the coal
be mined.
That kind of bunk, if
i) ad any force at any time, sounds
; ethan foolish at a time when many
":,'rs placed last spring are still unfilled.
■

■’

1

!'t't

History

and

Closed Since

Literature

3eginnmg

of the War.

Paris, June (.By Mail)—The “sprine
opening" of a sewer system might no:
be looked on everywhere as a social
event,

invitation

to

which

would be

eagerly sought by distinguished guests
but the formal opening of the Paris
sewers today was such an affair.
Ad
mission was by card only and imeager

The

story.

in

Been

portant. American Army off.cers

Henry.

■iiilor

Famous
Have

B 4 C 59

1919.
ceau, the man and his time.
rancis Ellington.
Westinghouse; his life and achievements.
dward Howard.
1918.
Brooke; a memoir.

always

picturesque

native of the Fiji*.
It is the white man’s
civilization,
along with the white man’s vices, and
the Fijian’s utter
disinclination to
work that are blotting out the
race.
Tiie 1* ijinn of today is no
longer war-

like,

no

longer a hunter and a fisherInstead he is a lazy smoker of
the white man’s tobacco, a lover of tiie
white man’s enlivening drinks and a
patron of (lie white man's moving picture shows.
man.

lime

Be Sure ?o

them, were superlatively lad.
The
very name Fiji became a synonym for
whatever was barbarous, inhuman and
cannibalistic.
It seems that the eating of human flesh was both a matter of religious rite and of enjoyment
with the Fijian.
Great feasts of this
sort were prepared, especially after a

The coal dealers should use a little sense
The public may be to biame
in talking.
for not buying early, but the public are
not all fools.

were

disproportionate’v

Vw in

were ;

Guarding the Captor.
After the TurkiH line was broken
in front »f Nablus, a Tommy of poor
uhysique Vund himself in solo charge
:>f a whole company of Juckos.
N<
assistance was In sight, sc. the bantam solemnly proceeded to march the
captives toward the nearest compound, a few miles distant. The
Turks stumbled along, and the rough
nature of the country threw the column Into such confusion
hat Tommy
often found himself surrounded by
prisoners.
Once, while negotiating a
dillicult
descent,
he fell
headlong
mong the boulders, his helmet and
'ifle flying before him.
For a moment
the situation seemed critical; but a
stalwart prisoner prompt!;, restor. d ord v by lifting the guard carefully to
has feet and replacing the .Mimbersonie
headgear. Th *n. picking up tin rifle,
Abdul restored H with a graceful bow,
and the column marched on to captivity.

applicants for the cards.
of

which are faRubber-Seed Oil.
in both history and iiterature, |
mous
The Journal of Industrial and Enhave been closed since the beginning
gine* ring Chemistry calls attention to
In the meantime
of the world war.
a rej ort of the agriculture department
thousands of Americans have applied
of the Federated Malay states on the
in vain for permission to inspect the
oil .r m the seeds of rubber trees as
sewers- -some of them civil engineers
a substitute for linseed oil.
The oil is
in
the
interested
structural problems
of high quality, requires but little reworked out in the system, some of
fining. and comes from a waste prodstudents
of literature
them
who
uct that is available in great quantity,
wished to inspect the places in which
aid that is easy to collect, transport
Jean Valjean had hid from injustice.
end store and easy to crush.
Experiche
war
Since
ended, sightseeing ments with a consignment of 31 tons
has been one of the biggest jobs of1 of seeds sent to
England resulted in a
the welfare societies in Paris,
The \ yield of $250 a ton for the oil and $40
Y.M.C.A. alone entertains 4 ,000 mema
ton for the residual cake. Linseed
bers of the A.B.F., every week with
oil at that time was selling at $300 a
sightseeing trips in and near the city, ton.
and has succeeded
in having mary
places closed to the general public
Unnatural Restraint.
opened, for the benefit of the A.FJ.F.
"They c:iti give them suffrage nil
lately, however, did the "Y
Only
they please, but there is one natusucceed in getting permission to ruide
ral obstacle to tlie feminine vote’s
limited parties through
the sewers,
being a success.”
at' none but engineers are admitted
“What’s that
now.
“The secret ballot.”
The Paris
sewers
have a
total
length of 1400 ki’ometres, are travIts Use.
ersed by a tram line, telephone, tele“1 see where France has been impneumatic tubes
graph wires,
by
porting a lot of sulphur from the
which special
delivery letters are
United States.’
whiffed across the city and enough
“1 guess she wanted it to make
canals to rival Venice.
the German peace delegates feel at
sewers

Wrapped to insure its Perfect

Ashland, Me., July 31. John J. Burleigh, who is believed to have been the

home.”

reported

now

mance
;

offering

as

stern

CHICHESTER
II

actions.
SEEKS MAINE GOVERNORSHIP
Aug. 3 —Taber D. Baiiey
that he will be a

Bangor, Me
of Bangor

announces

candidate in the primaries next June for
the Republican nomination fnr governor.
Mr. Bailey is 45 years of age, a graduate
of Bowdoin college in 1R96, was admitted
to the bar in 1898, has been a member of
the Bangor city council, was elected State
senator in 1912 and in 1916.

LL

born in

This

Ellesy, Prince Edward

Island, of Scotch parents. In his early
life he was a millwright, later
taking up
farming and lumbering. He retained his
The first annual encampment of the 3d
vigor to a remarkable degree, and last
Maine infantry, national guard, will be
winter cut 425 railroad ties and a
held in Augusta for the 15-day period belarge
amount of hardwood. Only three years
ginning Aug. 30, Adi.-Gen. George McL.
ago he hewed out the frame of a large
Prcsson announced recently. The last barn.
r
fou
ago
was
held
years
encampment
He was twice married.
His second
when the 2nd Maine infantry mobilized wife, six children, two brothers
and a
there.
survive.
sister,

Woman Recommends

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound—Her
Personal Experience
McLean, Neh. —“ 1 want to recomLydia E Pinkham's Vegetable
( ompourul to all

mend

who suffer
from any functional
disturbance, as it
has done me more
good t'iian all the
doctor’s medicine.
Since taking it I
have a fine healthy
baby girl and have
gained in health and
women

strength.

and

band

women

Creamy College

C1C r
B
1

'; vt
is a

both

;

isam

r, under tin

scoopful

generous

Jersey

No. 1. McLean, Nebraska.
This famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

a
the diamond bhand.
Ladles! Ask yonr Droswlst for A\
l_n 1-cHe*-ter • Wiamona

nrana/f v\

r

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVEft^HERt

Bakery, restaurant
ness.

-ups

flammation, ulceration, irregularities,
backache, headaches, nervousness or
‘the blues” to give this successful
remedy a trial.
For special suggestions in rpgard to
your ailment write I ydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. Tne result
of its long experience is * your service.

Main Street

For

Tel. 329-3.
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Factory

jlEpp&ftt'

Locations,

Mill Sites,

Farms,

“A Word”
To Housekeepers!

Sites for Summer
Hotels and

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

his business is a
The grocer is a friendly man
business. He is of service to his neighbors,
because he supplies their daily wants and does it well.
The measure of his service is
—

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

friendly

give opportunity to those desiring.to
make a change in location for a new

Supplying the best—
at a fair price

start in life.

Undeveloped
Water

—

with maximum convenience

Power,

AND

Good

as

Farming Land

Communications regarding locations are inv.ted and will receive attion when addressed to any agent
of the Maine Central, or to

CENTS'AL

good."

Buy

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

grocer

PAILRCAD,

SUPERBA Food Products by the

muSnW

case

of your

—

SUPERBA on the Label:
SUPERB for your Tahle.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

M M I

YOU.

When a grocer sells you an advertised,trade-marked
brand of goods, whether Canned Goods, Teas or Coffee,
you are sure of quality goods at a fair price; and when
he delivers your goods into your home with a friendly
word, instead of a demand for spot cash, he has given
you all the service possible.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

I

f.o

Maximum convenience does not mean pushing a
bundle into your arms for you to tug home.
Neither does it mean selling you an article “'just

Unlimited Raw Material

Company.

Portland-^Maine

LOOK FOR
THE RED BALL
TRADE mark

-1919

Dr.
Fifeartns $Ammunition

119

Hester Brown,

OSTEOPATH,
Odd Fellows Block, Belfast,Me.
Tel. 247-3.

Good reasoi

particulars enquire

-.

i

a colic
t!ie dealer
hr Would have to
pa for just ordinal
fry Jersey today, in bulk : Tori seal
learn how good ice cream can he.

(o!.cge

a

pound, has been restoring women of
America to health for more than forty
y 'ars anil it will well pay any woman
v;ho suffers from displacements, in-

and ice cream bust

Doing good business.

for Belling.

t

smooth," true frur-tlavored

of

then that you

you know

Shooting Right

FOR SALE

lees

:

?e

My husI

ices

c

praise your medicine to all suffering
—Mrs. John Koppelmann, ft.

S PILLS

A Pill# in Red and ttold metallicVj^r
mM boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. Xy
K| Take no other. Bay of yonr
7%f VruBKtut AskforCIII.CIIE8-TEBfl
J DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for 8$
9 years known as Best,Safest, Always Reliable

days.

was

ro-

to the spreading bolshevistic

Milliken -Tomlinson

oldest male resident of the State, is dead
here at the age of 101 years and nine
He

condition in all climates and
seasons. Sealed tight—kept
right. The perfect gum in the
perfect package.

Oscar Tokol, ex-premier of Finland,
who is now serving as a Finnish officer
in the legion formed in north Russia to
combat the bolsheviki. The Finns are

P^ris,

OLDEST MAN IN MAINE DIES

Get****

j

was

the Fiji islands.
There has been some intermarriage
between, the Fijis
rid the Hindoos.
That, too. has helped bring about the
passing of the Fijian. Samoans also
have gone to Fiji in considerable numbers and have thrived there.

712 D 34

Thompson.

of woodcraft.

k

South
seas iuto the realm of
a
memory.
turbaned half-caste Hindoo is
replacing the once bloodthirsty and

wnrvn

.....

•>!

The Fiji islander, whose
cannibalistic practices long made him a
favorite with writers of fiction and
humor,
Is following the
Malayan pirates and
the roving pearl thief of the

conditions in Fiji, tin recommendations adopted at a recent, meeting of tli»* district synod, M T.odist
mission of Fiji.
These reemam.-ndations approved the further <<» nb.atior of the islands by Hindoos and
suggested a number of regulations
which would l etter the situation of
these imported orientals.
The imP< rtation of worn n from India was
recommended, ns it was stated that

Fine Arts.

1917..
le house; its garden.
Aymar.
1917.
,»■ house, its plan and design.
Mary Harrod.
1915.
•d farmhouses.

Savage.

changing

....

mard.
how to make them

Dreaded

Czecho Slovak army
has
arranged
■with the Y. M. C. A. to increase its i
number of centres from twelve to
successful battle.
The laid reputation of the Fijians
The
fifty during the present year.
plans call for twenty new centres in kept traders and missionaries away
the next three months and thirty i from the islands till long after other
more after July.
peoples of that section of the seas
were Christianized.
Finally the white
WAR WORK HEAD DECORATED. ; man got a foothold in the islands.
Trade of various sorts sprang up. for
the islands are wonderfully rich in
commercial possibilities.
The Fijian
is a child who cannot grow up.
H»*
has no sense of commercial valims and
no
The \yhite man
liking for toil.
found him a wretched worker and almost unusable on the plantations that
were laid out in the islands.
1 hat is tho reason why the Hindoo
coolie has !>*‘en imported into Fiji and
why the Fijian is disappearing. The
native cannot stand the double strain
of softened ways of living and of competing with the work-hardened native
of India.
One notes as a significant phase of
the European's attitude toward the

........

■:

Disappearing.

when the war canoes of
Kimball, w-ho had been with the Foyer
the Fijis plied the Southern
seas;
du Soldat, was with them and now | when the Fijian warrior was a dreaded person who displayed no fear in
twelve Y. M. C. A. huts, directed by
battle and who enjoyed eating his slain
Mr. Kimball and E. J. Wright of Okenemies
once
the
conflict
ended.
lahoma, are in operation in Bohemia The Fijians,
according to the early
Besides these athletics, reading and
travelers wl:o came in contact with

receive the advantages
in scope. Here the
from many parts of
1
'studies, the plan of play, mako for better
'. 11
.1.1 broauer minds.
,in

l1’-'

minimize

C.

French entered Prague

girl—his future or her future—
training of today.

girls

;.

shoitage, Mr. Kimball

the Yr. M.

When the first army of Czecho-SIo-

HEBRON. MAINE
'V

food

says,

P(NLAND

Advent of the White Man, With
His
Civilization and His Business
Ideas Too Much for Once-

Paris (By Mail)—The most serious

O

™

^

EX-PREMIER

at 3' i
1

Res. 265-11

Office hours 10 to 12; 1 to 4.
Other hours by appointment.

NOTICE
While we have discontinued manufacturing boxes, we stiil have a good supply
of windows, frames, lumber, house finish,
etc. Hard wood suitable for carriage and
boat work. We are prepared to do hand
work of all kinds.
3w31
J. C.

DURHAM, Belfast, Me.

night, after receiving bis honorable dis. j Young attended a family reunion at the
1
home of Mr. Ward in North Searsport
charge from Camp Devens.

A GOOD MEDICINE
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE

Mrs. Vesta D. Higgins attended the Sunday.
Jem Willard, Marguerite Marsh and Mollie
Frank Atwood, who has employment
King to be been the Last Three
in a large refrigerating plant in Portland,
Days of this Week.
James P. Busfield of Haverhill, Mass., is at his home here during a few weeks’
who are spending the summer at Unity vacation.
Jem Willard, Thursday.
can be read a few of the
Lake.
Following
Mrs. Geo. English of Mattapan, Mass.,
about ‘‘The Chalcriticisms
newspaper
Mr. Charles Watson, formerly the arrived Wednesday and will be the guest
lenge of Chance,” the super-picture feamanager of the Brooks Grain & Feed Co. this month of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
turing Jess Willard, which will be shown
store
who has been in service over- G. H. Clements.

General debility and that tired
This
feeling is Hood's Sarsaparilla.
economical
concentrated,
highly
medicine is a great favorite in thousands of homes. It is peculiarly successful in purifying and revitalizing
the blood, promoting digesion, restoring animation, and building up
the whole system.
Get this dependable medicine today and begin taking it at once.
If you need a laxative i ike Hood
You will surely like them.

Tills.'

centennial at Thorndike and spent the
week-end as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.

here,

seas, arrived in town

_

BROOKS.
Mr Webber Stimpsou spent the weekMrs. Dora Sanborn of Thorndike spent
few days in town last week.

Chelsea, Mass.,

is visiting her sister, Mrs. Rose Goddard.

a

Lizzie Danforth has moved to
Freeport, where Mr. Danforth has employment
Mrs

Quite

crowd from this towm attended

a

Wednesday

week for

of last week
E

McAndless of

Isabelle

spent the

week-end

relatives

town.

Miss

in

Gertrude

with

Jenkens

visited

her

Mrs. Frances A. Merritt and son Lay-

Leroy Staples spent Sunday
with friends in Bangor.

mond and

Mr A. B. Payson is building
at Randall Pond, wdiich is fast
summer

a

house

e

vieriruue

of

College

on

uiey

rented

nas

Millie

Mrs.

bought the Powers

son

the

Emmons’

avenue.

Ralph Bryant and chil-

Bangor

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Preston Smith, left
the first of this week

Long Island, N. Y.
make a longer stay.

were

recent

for his home in

Mrs. Simpson will

Ernest Boyington arrived at the home
of his parents, Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Boyington, Tuesday at 11 A. M., having
made the trip from

Haverhill, Mass.,

in

nine hours by motorcycle with his two
children in the side cart.
Friends of

Mrs. J.

S.

Rundlett were

sorry to learn of her serious accident which resulted in a broken hip.
Mrs.

Rundlett

N. Y. Sun—Jess Willard film is full of
action. Willard is seen in three big fight
and at least in this picture film
patrons can be sure that none of the
scrapping is faked. The mixups in this
picture can easily be said to be the best
specimens of heavyweignt art so far exhibited.
N. Y. Herald—Jess Willard huge and
heroic in the “movies.” “The Challenge
of Chance” reveals him as an actor in a
racing Melo-Drama from Juarez.
N. Y. World—Willard as film actor
shows ’em how to light
N. Y. American—Jess Willard a success
in new screen play at Park Theatre. A
capacity house attested to the general interest in the picture.
The big surprise of the evening was the
unexpected “niceness” of Jess Willard
as an actor.
No one even had a sneaking
idea that the big fellow would be able to
put a dash of the heroic into his screen
characterization. Yet from his first inscenes

The Essex Is With Us
We Will Sell This New

was

taken to the E.

Mass.,

is

General Hospital where she is
fortable as can be expected.

the

guests at

Frank Gibbs and John Lorn’s.
Mrs. Prince Bessey and children of
Zanesville, Ohio, are visiting her parents, Mr and Mrs. E. C. Boody.

New York

is

as

When the Essex made its first appearance thusiasm. In every respect the Essex wn
in common with other dealers were a the equal of cars many times its cost.
bit skeptical.
So we decided to get the Essex
represenCuriosity led us to take a ride in the tation if it were possible. It was not
The quick popularity of ti
Essex. That was enough. The way the easy task
Essex rode over rough roads and pave- Essex led other dealers to also warn
ments was amazing to us with our accus- sell the Essex.
The Essex people cho
tomed idea of light car riding qualities. only those dealers who met the high,
standards.
Y\e had to show our
quail;
But when the Essex started to climb hills cations. At last we
received word th
our admiration was finally and completely we were to have
the Essex for this b"
It was not necessary
won.
tory.
to show us how quickly the
An Essex is now at o;
Essex accelerated or how
store.
We have a denim
easily it answered every
stratingcar.
Come, see.a;
touch of the wheel. It was
ride in it. You will be just
demfor
the
not necessary
enthusiastic about this n.
onstrator to say a word. The
type fine car as we were !
Essex had us at its feet.
combines every ad van;
of light car economy a
The beauty of the Essex dewith large m
of
its
trimness
flexibility
sign and the
comfort and endurance. I
lines only added to our ensure and ride in it.

the Blake outfit in Texas, the fighter sort
of won one.
N. Y. Evening Journal—“The Challenge of Chance,’’ starring Jess Willard,
presents the big fellow in a drama of
Western life that for fast action, real
honest-to-goodness light scenes and romantic adventure surpasses anything of a
like dramatic nature that has been shown.
Willard’s picture opened at the Park
Theater, Columbusj Circle, last night to a
packed house, with a line at the box office
extending for a block away from the
theatre. It is fair to assume that not one
of the hundreds who crowded into the
Park on the opening night left the theatre
disappointed. Willard surprised them all
by his naturalness before the cameia.
The plot holds from the first Hash to the
fiual.fade-out. “The Challenge of Chance”
is a screen attraction that should meet
the approval of every man, woman and
child in the United States.

we

M.

artist’s

friends,

a

B. O-

__

Fry, Stew t
ai\d To^>i
|

$

Taxes)

| I

|

Taken in moderate doses, right
through the warmer months,
after meals,

Lynn, Mass.,

spending

here in the
at

a

vacation

village,

was

with
a

relatives

recent caller

Mrs. A. L.. Daggett’s in Morrill.

i
\

Garfield Lodge, 1 O. O. F., will visit
Monroe Lodge on Wednesday evening of
this week and will work the third degree.

Scott’s Emulsion

A large number from here were at the
Earl Hamm cf Fairfield, Me., who
has been in service overseas, has receiv- | annual ball given by Loyal Rtbakah
ed his discharge and was the guest of ! Lodge of Monroe Tuesday evening, Aug'.
Asa H. ..ones and family several days 5th.
Mr

last week.

furnishes nourishment of particular value to the anemic or
those underweight.
Keep up
Trust Scott’s
your strength.
Emulsion to help you do it.

Miss Hannah Thompson of Boston is
t ie guest of her sister,
Mrs. L. L.

Raymond L. Merritt, who has been in
France and later ?tn police patrol in Cob- ; Downes.
lenz, Germany, arrived home Friday I Mrs. O. B. Faulkingham and Mrs. E. S.

Scott & Bowne,

Bloomfield, N. J.

19-8

some

f UNIVERSAL
!

You

can

right

at your

Use

a

cook

an

entire meal for two

or

stew

or

The cost of

three

ing.
EDMUND VVJI
Collector ot

AT ONCE

for

A CHAMBER
AT THE

WINDSOR H
I am paying 2 1-2 cents p
rags ami the highest mark
papers, magazines, iron, nr
bags and burlaps. Phone 2:'
postal and I will call prom;
SAM FKEI
[16 Cross St., lit

height of cooking efficiency is reached in the

em-

For sale at all

our stores.

Price $9.50

Penobscot

Bay

Electric

Company

j Slabs
j

Harry Baker Jand two
in one day from their
home in Brockton, Mass., and are guests
of his brother, W. S. Baker and family, at

The Selection
Of Your Bank

yjgl

the Center.

x<"T35hiI

preserved man .of 84 years. He knows
how to live, spending his .winters in St.

"**

ALUMINUM WARE
Quality Brand

«<«._llllpp"
SELF BASTING

GUARANTEED FOR

ROUND BOASTER

TWENTY

Petersburg,

j

SETOF
lANDife

^

QT
LIPPED
SAUCEPANS

YEARS

/"UV

A

I

a

num

We
2 QT. COVERED
SAUCE
P4M
SAUCE Pa,4

Opportunity
Complete Outfit

Mrs. W.

I

4QT.BAKE PAN

pERCOLATOp

carvFngknife and
CARVING FORK

I

■

FRED D. JONES
3QT. COVERED
PRESERVING KETTLE

BELFAST. MAINE

Pittsfield,

Assets

;

Large enough
large to serve

and also to his

A.

i

30R40T PRESERVING
KETTLE

|

j

over

$3,500,000.00

to meet your needs but not too
you.

A five-room tenement.

Ap-

to

SWAN-WHITTEN CO.

Stung by a hornet and very naturally
somewhat vexed thereby, a North Yarmouth man undertook to burn the hornet’s nest and started a fire that swept
through valuable timber owned by Mrs.
Sarah Sweetser and also did damage to Low
property owned by George Porter. The
Cumberland firemen and hundreds of
farmers and haymakers, with a big
swamp, finally checked the fire.

For
price

One (26 In.> grindstone, !
frame and in nice running
good tackle with 120 feet fa'1
bone grinder that was nevei
; food chopper.
GEORGE G. W
63 Bridge Streei

Sale
second hand parlor

Wm. L. Cook
Undertaker

AUSTINlMcKEEN.

We wish to thank our neu
friends, also Albion friends,
kindness and sympathy in our
Also for thebe1
reavement.
MR. and Mils. Jami
ers.
Dorothy Hirsch,
Everett Hirsch.

LOST
Licensed

Embalmer.

License

and kitchen stoves,
J.

j
j

j

j

FOR SALE.

CARD OF THANKS

WANTED
ply

j

Office De k
For Sale

large

OF AUGUSTA, MAINE.

and daughter, Miss Izer Whiting, who
recently returned from New York, where
she has been teaching, are passing a week

Ail persons are hereby w
trust or harbor my wife, Ros
as I shall pay no hills coni:
after this date.
Searsport, July 17, 1919.
30
MARK. 1. i

Inquire at
THE JOURNA:
2w32*

First National Granite Bank

Taylor of Pittsfield and

at their old home with Mr. and Mrs. John
Smith. Miss Whiting is a graduate of
the Emerson school of oratory and has
accepted a position as teacher in Tennessee the coming year.
Troy friends and
neighbors are happily anticipating a visit
from them during their stay in their old
home.

vA/UONlAL

HEAVY FRY PAN

soon.

than two years inU. S. 1
service and had some serious experiences.
more

many friends.

of Alumiat Unheard of Prices.

Early

Troy friends of Lieut. Van M. Stevens
rejoiced to hear of his safe arrival in

He has been

a cord aiu
cord while I

a

are

A. Stevens of

to secure

Advise You to Call

1

Fla.

New York and that he will be home

a

Caution Noti

matter of minor importance. We have
exceptional facilities for handling your business
personally or by mad, established through 55 years
of successful banking.
Is not

The return of their only child will bring
great joy to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.

A Very Unusual Sale
Your

Ray

and Etta Bagley last week and called on
old neighbors. Mr. Lara is a wonderfully

CEREAL
COOKER

Each

Each

Auburn visited

$2.50

at $1.00

Upper Bridge, Bell.

Mrs.

children motored

of

For Salt
at

At Milton Hills’

Octavia Mitchell.

Austin Lara

j

NOTICE

Mrs. Grace Rogers of Buffalo, N. Y.,
is spending her vacation of a few weeKs
at her old home with her sister, Miss

While they last f\f\[
Your Choice at

:

WANT!

toast.

operation is slight, the convenience

Universal Grill.

m.

past

same a

arrest.

great.
The

are

Office hours 9 t;
and 2 to 5 p. m., i
Clerk’s office, Mem

dinner table.

fry,

\u

m.

Poll taxes

| to

4 Heat Electric Grill

degrees of heat, easily regulated
cooking operation.

every

Rev. W. Berriman will speak at Cook’s
Corner next Sunday at 2 p. m. Sunday

and

6 p.

h

get 2\aIc

can

| people owing

It has four

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gray are spending
week in Patten.

Mr.

have the tax

Universal Electric Grill.

It will broil,

TROY.

school will be at 1 p.

you

|

plans,

Mrs. Mary Myriek is in Winslow,
ployed in nursing.

j1
|
1

stolen.
Ruth,
New York to locate a missing secretary
and establish her father’s innocence. Prolonged absence and no word from Ruth
causes her aunt to worry, and she employs a private detective to trail Ruth.
Herbert Ross, new at the game, is as- ;
signed to the case and finds a girl strongly resembling Ruth, at the Associated
War Charities. The difference of name
and the presence of a birthmark cause
the aunt to drop the case, but Ross still
continues to follow Ruth. It is when Ruth
secures the position of personal secretary
to Mrs. Marcia Vanderhold that her real
opportunity comes, and she finds that in
addition to Mrs. Vanderhold’s charity
work being a fraud her vault conceals the
valuable papers.
Ross happens to be
about with some extra men and the whole
gang is captured.

a

now

1

because of the loss of
which have been
his daughter, leaves for

valuable

!T

i on your taxes up to

Trustworthy

is

■

NORTGMj Belfast, Maine

Will

magnate in the motion

picture business, promises her a chance.
Her rise to stardom is quick. The climax
Mrs. William Belches.
Elizabeth
Card
Miss
of Boston, who
in the story is a struggle between the old
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Archei of driven by his uncle, Chas. Dunton of Ban- love
and the new fame. She does not
spent the month of July with Mrs. Vesta
and
Saturday
sustained
morning,
gor
been
have
here
Portland
during part of
know that the politician has become a
Higgins, returned to her home August
his
to
The
serious
leg.
accident
injuries
first class lawyer.
their annual vacation.
Finding that the ola
1st.
occurred in front of the residence of Mrs. love and the new fame are not. incompatwho has employment with
Ira
Y’oung,
Clair
she
is
Friends of
H.
reunited with her husband.
Wentworth of
Couillard on North Main street, and the ible,
the State Highway Commission, spent
Knox, who has been in service for sev- I
boy was taken immediately to his
injured
at
his
home
end
here.
the week
Mollie King, Saturday.
era! mentis, were glad to welcome him
home and Dr. Carter was called and dressJ. H. Young, F. M. Eastman, Leonard
Pretty gowns and beautiful women alhome Thursday.
ed the wound, which necessitated fifteen
and Ellery Dorr and Horace Clark came1 stitches. The wound bled profusely but ways add to the beauty of a picture a.id
Mr
Arthur R. Frost has gone to
in “Suspense,” which comes on Saturdf y,
fortunately no bones were broken.
from Plymouth for the week end.
such is the case.
Bridgeport. Conn., to resume his work !
Beautiful Mollie King
Mrs. J. H. Young returned Saturday j
is the star and does splendid work. The
as locomotive fireman which lie had bestory follows:
from a few days’ visit with her sister-infore the cail to service.
Jeremy West, a rear admiral, is disMrs. Leslie Hawes of Prospect.
law,
Mrs. Lena West of
who
missed from service

Car.

Come and Ride In It

com-

Arthur Dunton, the second son of F. E.
Dunton, was thrown from an automobile

the guest of her mother,

Light Weight

Our Full Endorsement is
Added to All That Everyone
Says for it

Quality

Smith, who have
troduction, when he flashed into ken as a
place, are having ex- slow-moving, slow-smiling foreman of

George Simpson, wno witn Mrs. Simphave been guests of the latter’s par-

a

Thursday:

Marguerite Marsh, Friday.
Marguerite Marsh, who co-starred with
Houdini in “The Master Mystery,” will
The Winter port friends of Earl L.
be seen as a star in her own right in the
Mrs. George. Shaw of Cole’s Corner Wheeler extend
congratulations on his six-part SDecial, “Conquered Hearts,” on
Mrs. Charles Nason
was the guest of
last
marriage in Bangor
Thursday to Miss Friday. Miss Marsh appears as Nora, a
Thursday.
Martha Dirk by Rev. Ashley A. Smith. girl of the lower East Side of New York
who marries a rising ward politician
Mrs. Clara Merrill motored to Belfast The couple will reside in New Haven, City,
A child is torn. They are happy, but the
with
her
Alfred
Mann of Conn., where Mr. Wheeler is employed. young politician is
uncle,
Saturday
running for office
the old ward boss and has to be
Hampden.
Several from here attended the post- against
out every night. The wife becomes jealCapt. O. B. Faulkingham has returned poned meeting of the Waldo County ous of a certain woman.
Nora’s child
from a successful fishing trip down river Veterans’ Association at Prospect Friday dies. Things get worse for her as jealousy
in his motor boat.
and greatly enjoyed the line entertain- and the seeming neglect of her husband
increase.
She finally leaves him and beMrs. Frank Atwood returned last week ment provided for the old soldiers and
comes a model for a noted painter.
The
Next meeting in Morrill husband finds where
from a visit with her mother and other their friends.
she is, but makes no
at Honesty Grange Hall on Thursday, attempt to force her to return to him,
relatives in Rockland.
though he still loves her. One of the
Mrs. Blanche <Belches/ Peterson of Sept. 1 llli.

law, Asa H. Jones and family.
Mr. and Mrs.

of

there the first of September.

guest of his brother, C. A. Ford.

Mr. Howard Hamm of Fairfield spent
several days last week with his son-in-

dren of

House,

tensive repairs and improvements made
on and in the house and expect to move

Refreshments will be

Ford of Everett,

A. C.

Nado, who has employBelfast, spent Sunday with his
family here in the village.
story

brief visit at the Commercial

Mr. and Mrs. Preston

WIYIERRORT

N.

Arthur

Mrs,

a

which her father, Guvanus Dunton, is
proprietor.

very

in

upper

Mrs. Josephine Mason and daughters
from her cottage in Northport for

came

war news; also a continuation
of “The Lightning Raider.”

the guest of Rev. Frank Timperfew days last week.

Mr.

ment

have been received and will soon

them.

becoming

Colebrook,

on a

be distributed to those entitled to receive

roe” and

cottage

was

ley

Cole,

resort.

Rev. Fred Bannister of
H.

a

first officer

The medals for the woman’s committee
of the Liberty Loans, Mrs. George A.

fourteen of Pearl White in “The Lightning Raider” was shown in Union Hall
to a large audience Saturday night, and
on Wednesday night following Douglas
Fairbanks in “Say Young Fellow,” and
Sidney Drew in a two act comedy was
shown.
On next Saturday night Wm. S.
Hart will be here again in “Shark Mon-

friends and

a

merchant

marine, came
Saturday for a brief furlough, which he
will spend with his family.

“The Silent Man,” a
Pathe War News and episode

reel of

Belfast

in Monroe last week.

favorite

social.

The movie favorite Wm. S. Hart in

grandparents, Mr. Will Webb and family,

a

Leslie Clark, who is
steamer in the

live-reel picture,

canning factory.
Miss

a

Monroe,

Thursday, Aug. 21st.

served.

Holbrook has gone to Dexter,
where he has employment in the
C.

Me.,

annual reunion will be held in

his duties here soon.

of Colebrook, N. H., at the Sunday
evening services at the Congregational
church.
Regular prayer meeting at the
church vestry, this, Thursday evening
at 7.45
All are cordially invited to at-'
tend.
The boys’ class will meet in the
church vestry Friday evening of this

Mrs. Mary Warren of Jackson, recently.

the centennial in Thorndike

are

Rev. Wesley Wiggin of Boston preached the Sunday afternoon services and Rev.
Fred Bannister

her sister,

Addie Davis visited

of the Clements family
here reminded that the twenty-sixth

All members

CHURCH Notes.

Miss Hattie McKinley of Jackson spent
few days with friends in towrn recently.
Miss

accompan-

A canning factory, owned and run by
Rockland parties, has located in this village and expect to begin work about
September 15th. It is hoped that the
farmers in this and the surrounding
towns will help to keep this industry
here by selling their apples to the company for canning purposes.

end with relatives in Belfast.

Mrs. George Evans of

Friday,

ied by Miss Berle Spaulding of Pittsfield
and returned Saturday.
Mr. Watson

s

may resume

a

Theatre

Colonial

Belfast, Maine.

377.
Tel. 61-3

Monday, August 11th,

some"

tween Holmes’ mill and \ ine ■fast, a parcel containing two an
yards of yellow Georgette crepe,
please return to
MRS. JAMES HANS
Morrill, M
R. F.

D.,

i

j

I

The

Cedar street by adding
main house.

.-losing out our entire stock
s' and children’s trimmed
We have some wonderful values
; ght and dark hats that can
You
.lit for half their value.
how we can do it, but it is
not to carry millinery over
ext season. You can get a
w that will do you the rest of
ason and start you next at a
-mall ligure.

..

When looking for a corset why hesitate what you will buy. Come in and
what a fine corset the C-B truly
is.
W'e have been carrying these
celebrated corsets for a number of
years and we have customers now
who bought C-B corsets the first year
we carried them and they buy C-B
corsets now. That is as good recommendation as one can give.
see

some of the very
in velvet bags and in
Hags and Pocket Books.
We.
have some of the choicest
the latest styles at £1.25 to

showing

eas

BUTTONS
mg Buttons in a vast variety
s and in any price you want.

Mrs. Annie F.

We have increased our waist business
to such an extent that we find it to
be necessary to give more space to
them, so we are making arrangements
whereby we will be able to show a
still larger quantity.
We are showing the largest variety of VOILES,
CREPE DE CHENES and GEORGETTES in prices that will surely
appeal to you that you have seen in
a long while.
W'e have also bought
heavily for the fall trade.

Also remember
now and in the near future.
1 INERT that is going on every day.

Fred

Klark Co

advertises the Essex, a
weight quality car and invites
:tcrested to come and ride in his
'O rton

nting

car.

:al Theatre advertises Klark
■r three days, beginning Mou... ture [program for Thursday,
Saturday this week.

...

I. H. Coombs has

small garage

a

Stephenson, dentist, pub-

1C.

rofessional card.

Strout, medium, advertises
lings for this week only.
J :ies advertises a good variety
im ware for t»y centseach while
guaranteed for 20 years,

H.

i.mbs Co. calls attention to
f millinery and other goods,
pocket books, C-B corsets,
etc.

Savings Bank advertises book
•St.
reari

Mason,

assenger Buick

I

street,

uueia

for sale.

car

Innes oiTers all Ladies’ Home
in stock at one-half

itterns

operated

was

Hanson, Morrill, advertises
ntaining georgette crepe lost.

imes

Northport

Thompson, manager of the
aeatre, was obliged to auto to
1 Monday for his films.
They
Rockland from Boston via

ed

i by auto.
aldo County Hospital. Mrs.
Hawes "r Stockton Springs is a

patient and is improving.Little
•lys Hai non of Searsmont is
mg after a minor surgical operaW. Benner of Northport. enterlospital Monday as a medical
Mice

W. Creasey and

aurif.e Gross and

son

and
of

Dana

carriage accident
afternoon near the lower bridge,
?

were

in

son

fir horse

a

frightened

became

at

and fan at the Sardine factory.
;sey was bruised about her face
aken

up

jury

to

and
one

Dana

received

a

of his shoulders.

C. M. and E. H. K nowit on had

party at the City Park Sunday,
ning their visitors with a clam

Monday

at

confined to his home

suffering with a
was sitting on
the porch and when attempting to move
his chair to allow a member of the family
on

avenue

fractured shoulder.

He

\h

clams, and

on

this occasion

W. Hatch Engaged.

lends of Dr. John W.

bowl-

matched game and the men at 8 for
It is planned to form a club to
meet once a week to bowl in Mrs. Blais

and Mrs. Maurice Wood Sunday.Mrs.
Annabell Underwood and Mrs. George

dell’s private alley.

...

Higgins....Mrs.

Pitman of Thorndike has been visiting Mrs. Underwood.. Miss Vesta Higgins is spending a week with friends in

Miss Evelyn Flanders has arrived to
spend the remainder of the summer wit h
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders, at their cottage on the South Shore.
Miss Flanders has been at a summer camp
in New Hampshire, acting as councilor

thereon,

Reach,

in races, band concerts, vocal solos,
school children’s canning exhibits, fancy
work, farm exhibits, poultry show, elec-

Diamonds
Raised

to the auction tournament for the Camden women motoring up. Twenty-four
covers were laid and
the tables were
daintly appointed with sweet peas forming the decorations.

j

Their Own
I

I
!
!

A|

rtpi

l^oo-s^o

i

The room needs

desk chair, and
be appreciated.
hour is

gift

a

or

a rocker and a
loan of them will

ing in the case was
with a libel placed

Miss Nickerson’s office

from 2 to 3 p.

called at that hour

m.

or

which of late has been used

she may he

on

No. 33 Cedar street, telephone
Miss Nickerson is anxious to as-

time the office has become

At the Harthone cottage “The Battery”
August 10th occurred one of the pleasant

The

Hatch,

a

pastor of the Belfast Methodist
will read with interest the fol-

families,

well

1

Ellis,

Marden,

Miss Louise

Master Elmer El-

G. Perham of

Chelmsford,

feel

the reappointment
well deserved.

Mass.

Buzzel! of Old

Think of

Drama Ever Shown

the

j

committee.

j

There was

a

Conquered
Billy
I

Parson’s
Ford

2

Act

Comedy

If

SATURDAY

MOLLIE

Comedy

Weekly

for you to

Comedy

The

■

new

apply

car

to

put

on

Dia-

or

on

adjustment

all Diamonds

bases also
now

in

use

in the hands of dealers.

in

ADJUSTMENT
Fabrics
Cords

and received the reward, a
son.
Despite her 90 years Miss Jackson camp lire pin. The Travellers’ Club
united
retains an active interest in humanity. i with the directors and officers of the
for
Home
the
purpose of decorating and
In the pocket of each garment she contwo rooms in memory of the
tributed Miss Jackson placed a new hand- furnishing
late Mrs. Elizabeth L. B. Brackett, who
kerchief and her card bearing a message was for about 25
years the Home’s effiof greeting.”
cient field secretary.

•

6,000 Miles
8,000 Miles

*

Patterson & Sylvester
DEALERS

■

Girls,

the favor-

monds all ’round.

■

Fire

was

use.

Now is the time

Kinograms

,
1

white, all showing
careful attention and motlierlv guidance
i of the matron, Mrs. Alice Fletcher. The
grounds were very effectively decoraled
by Mrs. Cecil 1 lay and Mrs. Robert P.
Coombs, who used small evergr. en trees,
bright bunting and Japanese lanterns
galore. All the sales booths were very
dainty gowned

tire which

owners,

“SUSPENSE”
Sunshine

good

proved itself so much better that we can safely—very safely
—raise the adjustment bases more
than 40%, it is a sure-mileage tire

KING

IN

Hearts

a

ite of hundreds of thousands of

and Charles E. Capen of Boston ! in contributions to all the tables and the
Bad planned to attend, but were detained. ! majority of those presen, patronized the
There were no formalities but the oc- ! sales. The Home was open for inspection
casion was pleasant to all concerned, as i and the girls of the Home family were
Mr. and Mrs. Howard’s home is always
hospitable and the Battery is one of the

it—formerly on Fabrics
adjustment was 3,500 miles—

6,000 miles; on Cords, 5,000
miles—now 8,000 miles.

IVIack Sennet

IN

a

ance, including many of the summer
Friends responded generously
visitors.

such

now

Marguerite Marsh

this official

large attend-

the

FRIDAY

re-

Aug. tith, under the auspices of the Travellers’ Club with Misses Margaret A.
Dunton and Elizabeth A. Kelley a special

on

He took a chance for a girl, risked his life against tremendous
odds and got—what?

most successful lawn party was held 5t
the Girls’ Home Wednesday afternoon,

Town;

S. J

of

The Girls’ Home I,awn Party,

and Belfast, entertained -Saturday at the
Battery cottage the following gentlemen

Bickford of Belfast.

Biggest Star in the
Biggest Western Romantic
Screen

lations at the office and has always found
Mr. Reating courteous and obliging.
We

A U. OF M. REUNION. Mr. and Mrs.
W. R. Howard of Wiliiamstown, Mass.,

Old

all offices is entitled and expected to
a vacation each year of thirty cays,

The writer has had constant business

giving

The

but, owing to the extra work, Mr. heating has taken only ten of the one hundred twenty days it was his privilege to
take, which should entitle him to great
credit from the patrons of tiie
thee.

lis, Mr. and Mrs. Guy L. Peavey, Master
Russell Peavey of Belfast; and Miss Esther

Central Ac-

cn

|

masterly service—kept it up with
such unwavering consistency—that
tney automatically ai ted themselves
out of the old adjustment ciass.

“The Challenge
of Chance''

take

Mr. and Mrs. Frc ! E

Ellis,

at

6,030 Miles
8,000 Miles

Diamond Tires kept

at the Belfast office many times greater
than in former years.
The postmaster

known in Belfast and surrounding towns.
The personnel of the party included: Mr.
E. W. Ellis and Mrs Sarah Peavey of
Chelmsford, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Albion
H. Ellis of Santiago, Cal.; Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis F.

a

rom the Bangor c orrespondence
most charming resorts on the Maine
Sunday edition of the Boston
coast.
\n engagement of interest was
Young at Ninety, a Woodland,
•d this week by Dr. and Mrs. H.
ix hange of a recent date gives
Calif.,
that
of
their
Miss
t,
daughter,
May Worth, to Rev. John W. an interesting account of a birthday celeit It,
principal of Montpelier bration of. five members of the Methodist prettily decorated with the following
committees in charge: food, Mrs. C. S.
y,
Montpelier, Vt. Dr. Hatch church of that city. The principal guest
Bickforu, Mrs. J C. Durham and Mrs. O.
former resident of Bangor and of honor on the occasion was Miss Mary
iF, frost; flower, Mrs. M. L. Brown and
a
former
well
known
Belfast
Jackson,
of
the
East
Maine
i
Arthur Ritchie; candy, Misses Grace
Mrs.
iperintendent
st Conference.
Miss Worth has ! lady, a member of the local church, and Hazeltine, Ruth Knight, Betty Hanshue,
also a member of the dressmaking lirm of Katherine Brown and Katherine Frost;
some years on the teaching stall
useful and fancy articles, Mrs. E. P. Frost,
Jackson
& Wood. She went to California I
Bangor High school.”
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. C. A Townsend,
several years ago. The exchange says: Mrs. Ralph Guthrie, Miss Marguerite H.
utive committee of the Red
“Heading the quintette of those reaching Owen. Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest arranged
iet in the directors' room of the
a very pleasing program which was ana new milestone was Miss Mary Jackson,
ional Bank, Thursday afternoon.
nounced by F. Wallace Chase.
It includwho numbers 90 years of well spent life
ed recitations ana songs by the children
Mary Van Z.ile, Field Supervisor of
to her credit. The others were Mrs. E. J. of the Home; a Dutch dance by Alice
ugland, was present and explained
Clanton, Mrs. R. L. McArthur, Mrs. E. S. Brown, Anne and Charlotte Cooper and
illy the usual method of carrying
Farnham and Miss Marie Legg. The Mis- Helen Vinal in costume; a group of songs
new work that is being underby Mrs. Allan Sleeper of Wellesley, Mass.
sionary Society had charge of the alfair The management, including Mrs. Charles
Miss Sadie M. Nickerson, the
and so far as the honored guests were M. Craig, wish to express their appreciaI nurse, reported sick calls and adit was a surprise. They were tion for contributions, personal assistance
work with mothers. It is hoped concerned,
in many ways and for the money gifts,
invited to the meeting and entered into
at the office in the Savings Bank
including $50 from Mr. and Mrs. Ira M.
Then
came a
the
business
proceedings.
ig is in readiness that people will
Cobe and others for $25 and $20.
The
!ee to consult Miss Nickerson about
well prepared program of song, story and net proceeds were about $400.
Among
calth problems and that the moth- recital.” In reporting a Red Cross func- the children who sold tickets in advance
II avail themselves of the knowledge
was little Miss Edna DuBose, daughter of
tion the following interesting item is
she can give them concerning the
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. DuBose of Marion. S.
was
that
ind feeding of babies and young noted: “One interesting feature
C., the guest of her gr ndmother, Mrs.
ren.
It was voted to take part in disclosed during packing operations was Albert Nichols of Searsport. She disI'elfast Fair by giving the nurse a the bundle donated by Miss Mary Jack- posed of 25, the lot sent to the Camp

where she may demonstrate the
T of a public health nurse in a comv
It is hoped that representatives
!l
all the branches of the Waldo
1,11 y
Chapter will be at the fair and
this booth to get a better underhug of the public health activities of
,il'
Hed Cross.

0%

Fabrics
Coras

i

Willard

counting office an 1 ail other offices in
Waldo county now account to him,
which, added to the greatly increased
volume of mail, has made the easiness

family parties of the season, when Mr
and Mrs. George W. Day and Hon. and
Mrs. Walter Perham of Chelmsford,
Mass., entertained at a clambake the
the

party

Mr Reating began his
reappointment
first term April 1st, 1915, since which

sist the public.

“Ellis”

a

Austin W. Reating, postmaster at Belfast, Me., has received official notice of

residence,

members of

as

boat at Peaks Island

telephone 364-11, or
other times at the Allen H. Patterson's

363-5.

JESS

heard Aug. 12th,
on
the Rambler,

Town

pert assistance.
ihn

a

a

Mary

He has also bought

Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell entertained

ing party at her cottage on the Camp
ground. The women arrived at three for
supper.

cent guest of Mrs. Arthur

Deisher,

try Club last Friday night. Dancing and
billiards followed the dinner.

POOR’S mills. Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln
Alexander of Portland were guests of Mr.

were

W. M.

THURSDAY

A. P. Starrett of Warren; W.
J. Jameson of St. Paul, Minn.; Charles S.

enjoyed and

has bought the Wood-

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe entertained
20 guests at the shore dinner at the Coun

V# THEATRE

a

were

a

recent guests of
North Shore.

O L O N I

■A outing reported. City Marshal
m; knows exactly how to cater,

proportion

and

in Thorndike last week
Mrs. Benjamin Robertson has been a re-

Lower Congress street, betthe Thompson garden farm

occupying it.

pleasing

Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Smith and Miss
Mildred Meyer of Melrose, Mass., were

|

all members of Mr. Howard’s class, U. of
M. 1882, and their wives: J. G. Gould of
Bangor; C. C. Uarland and A. J. Keith of

Two bushels of clams with other

is

a

Mrs. N. C. Partridge of Sandypoint arrived recently to visit h;r niece, Mis. Ira
M. Cobe.

located In this city, has been sold by
Captain Albert E. Andrews, local mana- j
: ger for
the George II. Chapin Farm j
trical exhibits, baby show, midway atMiss Sadie M. Nickerson, the pub- Agency of Boston,
ders.
Massachusetts, to Ar- I
j
Among the special featlie health nurse, was call in the emergen- thur F. Hurder of Framingham, Mass., ! tractions, etc.
The annual cabaret at the Country
ures will be Lieut. Potter of the Royal
Club, the social event of the season,
cy, but he is now under the care of a
also a twelve acre woodlot adjoining the
takes
place Friday evening, August 15th.
private nurse.
Reach property and owned by Frank M. Flying Corps, with his 12o horse p .wer
This is the third season of this unique
English bombing plane, that has seen act|
was
Mr.
Hurder.
Bailey
purchased
entertainment
and so great has been the
by
Collector
of
Internal
Deputy
Revenue
ual service.
He will daily ioop the loop,
demand for tables that it has been found
A. D. Huntoon will be ai the Custom Mr. Hurder plans to take possession the
; give the tail spin, the wing slip, and the j impossible to hold it in the clubhouse, as
House Friday, August loth, to help all latter part of this month.
heretofore.
It has been planned, therel upsidedown trick. He has received sever1
who desire assistance in tiling returns.
In the T. S. District Court in Portland 1 al citations for
fore, to give the dinner and entertaiu|
daring deeds. A girl will : ment which
He cautions all owners of automobiles
follows, in the auditorium,
last Thursday, an action in the sum of ! be selected at the first Fair
night’s dance and even the capacity of th.s, the largest
who are thinking of operating their cars
$300 was entered by Hiram F. West of j fur a flight with Lieut. Potter and a man I building in Northport, is taxed. Followfor hire during the weeks in which the
selected the second night for a free ride ing the program in the auditorium there
South Portland, who claims damages to
I with him.
will be dancing in the clubhuuse.
Agricultural Fairs, Horse Trots, etc., are that amount from
Capt. Walter S. Arev
to he held to tile Return and pay tax beof Belfast, owner and skipper of the large
fore creating liability.
Penalties attach and powerful motor boat Rambler.
The
Matinee
for delinquencies. After August 10th Mr
EveninS
plaintiff on April 8, while coming across
Huntoon will not be in Belfast before
the harbor, and between Portland pier
Sept. 1.
230
and Commercial wharf in his dory, wrs
The room in the Savings Bank build- run inlo by the
Rambler, his boat being
ing, formerly occupied by the Red Cross, nearly cut in two, he being thrown into
is being fitted up as an office for M;ss : the water.
E. G. Wilson and N. W.
Sadie M. Nickerson, the public health ! Thompson appeared for
West, and a hearto pass he lost his balance and fell with
force enough to fracture one of his shoul-

at
■

on

son

the Gladys

Miller street.

nurse.

Mrs. James Hanson, Dorothy
and Everett Hirsch publish a
hanks.

the 14-year-old

Balfour of

Ben Hazeltine is

I' Carle calls attention to the
itterns tor cliildren’s clothes,
mbscot Bay Electric Co. adverdversal 4 heat electric grill to
tew and toast.

1

Mrs

the Tapley Hospital.
His parents will
remain here for a while and are at No. 13

V.

;

Balfour,

Mr. and

as

was

NORTHPORT

during the month of July.
Knox....Mrs Linda Gray has been visitMrs. Sumner C. Pattee gave a tea from
Mrs. F. G. Spinney and her guest, Mrs. ing with Mrs. Richard Merriam and Mrs.
4 until 6 o'clock, in the
living room of
A. A. Fowler of Long Beach, Calif., re- Maurice Wood...Mrs. J. A. Hartshcrnwas
the Country club, Wednesday, Aug. 6th,
turned home Thursday from visits with in Lincolnville last week and attended
entertaining about 30 guests, Mrs. Pattee
Mrs. B. F. Wells, Jr. of Auburn and with the fair of the Ladies’ Aid....Miss Helen
and her mother, Mrs. Ella T. Mowry reMrs. T. H. Anderson of Portland. The Rolerson spent last week with friends in
ceiving informally. The room was decoMrs.
Lincolnville..
Mr.
and
here
was
made
in
Mrs.
Anderson’s
Albert
W'enttrip
rated with dahlias, sweet peas and ferns,
worth
and friends came through in their
car with Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. Wells and
presenting a most attractive appearance.
car from Clinton and spent the
Miss Anita Files of Portland.
day wr.h
Iced colfee and iced tea, sandwiches, cake
Mr. an< Mrs. Henry Wentworth.. Mrs.
The funeral of Miss Hattie M. Black
and bon bons were served.
Mrs. S. A.
Mary ’.Ventworth went to Clinton recenttook place at 1 p. m., Friday, at the
Parker and Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens
ly wit 1 her son Horace and wife for a
home of her sister, Mrs. C. S. Webber,
poured and Miss Katherine Kitcredge and
short visit.
with Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor
Mrs. Dana B. Southworth assisted in
The New Beleast Fair Grounds. serving.
The bearers were Messrs.
! officiating.
Leroy A. and Percy C. Webber, Levi L. The Park Pavilion at the fair grounds
At the weekly auction tournament, held
and
William A. Rogers.
The interment will be dedicated Saturday evening, Aug.
|
last Thursday at the Country Club, the
1 was in the
with
music
lot
in
16th,
McKeen’s
Belmont. The
orchestra.
by
family
prize winners were Mrs. George L. Bowj flowers were abundant and beautiful. There will be danc.ng afternoon and man of Belfast, and Mrs. Richard E.
All members of the family including her evening during the fair of Aug. 19th,
Stevens of Boston Cut. glass and a china
only uncle, John A. Jackson, were pres- 20th and 21st. This is one of the largest
bon bon dishes were the prizes.
There
and best pavilions of the kind in Maine,
ent.
was a large attendance.
Mrs. Robert L.
and will be appreciated by the dancing
The five acre place, with the buildings
Bean of Camden gave a luncheon prior
public. The fair program is the best ever
owned by Mrs. Alice A.

Belfast, Maine

Yalmour

ter known

It

profitable function and will be given
liberal notice in our next issue.

the Hall residence on Northport avenue
and has rented it to John F. Woodman.

------

of

on

and

BIG REDUCTION

our

High Street,

Jones advertises the Columbia
t lias the big August dance list

went to press.

Daggett

D. Jones

place

man

H. H. COOMBS COHPANY,

ADVERTISEMEN TS.

The lawn party at St. Prancis church
and parsonage was in the midst of its
second day’s program when The Journal

H. Johnson.

TERMS CASH

\V

Rockland,

on Church street.
He has sold some of
the furnishings to Fred E. Ellis. The
house is the property of the heirs of H.

SPECIAL

News of Belfast

Simmons of

Capt. S. M. Milliken has given up the
rent in the H. H. Johnson house, so-called,

WAISTS

WAISTS

cleaning up stock just now preparing for our fall goods to come
are offering some odd lots of Hosiery at prices that ought to appeal
If ever prices that are below the market should be tempting that

Temple,

Monday

field secretary of the W. S. S. Division,
was in Belfast and vicinity the past week
in an endeavor to increase interest in the

are

>nic

press beyond Portland.

story to the

sales of the stamps.

WAISTS

POCKET BOOKS

a

Mrs. O. S. Vickery entertained the
Auction Club and others at her
The Simmons family will hold its an- cottage at Lake Quatabacook,
Monday
nual reunion at Oakland Park, August afternoon. The trip was made
by auto,
27th.
If stormy it will be held the first and the afternoon spent with the
game
fair day.—Abigail A. Simmons, Secy.
and in inspecting Camp Quantabacook.

C B CIRSETS

..

Owing to the strike of railway employees, an embargo has been placed on
express shipments.
The local office was
notified Saturday night not to accept ex-

Arthur Hamilton is now making additional improvements to his residence on

Pictorial Patterns

millinery sale

:

Store

Progressive

-B Corsets

L

A key very easily described was found
at the Baptist church Aug. 3rd and may
be had at The Journal office.

McCall Patterns
everywhere know that McCall Patfor children’s clothes are superior to
all others. Children’s clothes are McCall hobbies.
The models are quaint and dainty—and quite
simple to execute. No special sewing experience
needed to cut them and make them. The picture
shows the following numbers:

Belfast,

,

Maine

\\f OMEN
terns
* *

■

red, straight gathered skirt.

No. 8986—Giri’s Middy Dress,
plain, or trimmed with band,
straight-pleated skirt.

-Diamond

No. 9093—Girl’s Dress, straight
skirt, novel yoke.
gathered
Transfer Design No. 851.

No. 8833—Little Boy’s BoxCoat, sailor collar and shield of
contrasting color.

SQUEEGEE TREAD

Child’s Dress, froat
No. 8938.
of waist plain, smocked or shir-

ALL THE PkOPER FABRICS FOR THEM

MRS. E. P. CARLE

Tires

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

of the Journal.
sented

Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists
Piles

or

Sample of Ointment

Send Free

a

paper

Mr, J.

on

D. Higgins prethe Churches and Min-

on

the cemeteries of the town.

Mr. A.

W. Ward gave an outline of the history
of the town from the “Birth of the

holder had

Sunday

the boots and shoes for his

pienic

family made by a shoemaker who came
periodically to look after the substantial
footwear that was worn in those early
days.

The
Station” down to the present time.
Rev. Mr. Knickerbocker delivered the

centenary address. His remarks may be
briefly summarized by saying that he
believed that the mistakes of the past

to

halldale.

Haying in tms vicinity is completed.
Grain is beginning to ripen.
Moulton was located near the home of
I. P. Griflies of Freedom hung paper for
But that was a necessity for
Paris Dyer.
the farmers needed leather to use for Mrs. Joy and Miss Hall last Saturday
home consumption. Nearly every houseThe
school held their annuaL

isters of Thorndike, and Mr. Jas. T. Cole

^COMPOUND)

For

Thorndike has always been a farming
community so there is no report to give
of any manufacturing industries other
than those we now have, excepting that
many years ago a tannery owned byBenj.

guson in another column. The paper by
Mrs. Higgins will appear in a later issue

HUMPHREYS*

at

Windermere

Park, Friday, Aug.

8th.
The church people put a very nice concrete walk in front of the church last

Population.

The town increased in population so week.
that as early as 1832, a list of voters numMr. and Mrs. H. B. Clement went to
bered 137.
There were ten voters on this
that the good deeds and successes of the
Lowell,
Mass., August 5th, to visit his
list of the name of Coffin, also ten of the
past should be the inspiration of the name of Philbrick, Five each of the sister who is very sick.
future. It was a thoroughly American name of Higgins, Harmon, Whitcomb
Maynard E. Hall had the misfortune to
and Cates.
Four each of the name of
address, eloquent, timely and strong.
one of his fingers quite badly last
injure
Moulton, Hal) and Gordon. Three each week working in Banton’s mill in FreeFollowing is the list of the winners in of
the name of Ward, Blethen, Files and
dom.
the athletic contests:
Hanson.
Other familiar names were
1U0 Yard Dash—Harland Deane, 1st; Palmer, Rich, Parsons, Dyer, Hunt, PatThe church contemplates starting some
It
terson and Wing. The census of the extra meetings Thursday, A'lg. 14th.
Fred Rich, 2nd; Sam Farweli, 3rd.
year 1830 showed the population of the is expected there will be a baptism during
220 Yard Dash—Perry Shibles,
1st; town to be 1029. This is the
largest num- the meetings.
Harland Deane,>2nd; Fred Rich, 3rd.
ber of inhabitants on record. Since then
Potato Race—Louis Puslior, 1st; Mike
the population has gradually decreased in
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
numbers. The census of 1910 shows a
Oakes, 2nd; John Merry, 3rd.
In 1900 the
increase over 1900.
slight
local
by
Tug of W ar—Unity vs. Knox.
applications, as they cannot
Unity
population was 497, polls 154. In 1910 reach the diseased portion of the ear.
won.
the population was 525, polls 171.
There is only one way to cure catarrhal
Wheelbarrow Race—Don Bartlett, 1st;
deafness, and that is by a constitutional
Schools.
Fred Johnson, 2nd; Roy Walton, 3rd.
remedy. Catarrhal Deafness is caused by
have
been
The
schools
of
Thorndike
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining
Ball Games—Albion 5 vs. Thorndike 16. \
I the usual district schools. The first school
When this tube
Married men of Thorndike, 1; single men house was built about 1810 and was lo- | of the Eustachian Tube.
is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or
cated near the town house, on the road I
of Thorndike, 3.
Five innings.
; imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
In the rooster chasing contest the fowls that then passed over the Center meeting ! closed, Deafness is the result. Unless the
house hill and joined the present road
can be reduced and this tube
were captured by II. A. Tweedie, Harold
In 1830 the num- 1[ inflammation
near the town house.
restored to its normal condition, hearing
ber of scholars in town was 298 and in
Stevens, G. R. Hunter, Don Bartlett.
I will be destroyed forever.
Many cases of
1848 there were 449 scholars.
deafness are caused by catarrh, which is
j
Post Offices
early history of Thorndike
an inflamed condition of the mucous surHall’s Catarrh Medicine acts thru
The first rest office was at Thos. Hol- faces.
BY MISS C. A. FERGUSON
brook’s house, which was located north the blood on the mudous surfaces of the
It has been quite a task for the historiof the house on the farm recently known system.
cal committee to compile the history of
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
Thos. Holbrook
Gilliatt farm.
as the
Thorndike for the past one hundred years. was the first postmaster and was ap- any case of Catarrhal Deafness that canpointed in 1824. The mails were brought not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
That is, to condense the account of the
Belfast via Brooks Circulars free.
All Druggists, 75c.
on horseback from
doings of a hundred years so that the once a week over what was known as
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
reading of it might not take too much the Thorndike road. When nearing the
time.
So we have tried to confine our
post office the mail carrier announced his
report to an outline of the principal facts
arrival by successive blasts on his horn,
that we have been able to ascertain.
We
as then required by postal regulations.
FOR FLETCHER'S
have been greatly assisted by two articles
Later the post office was located in the
prepared by the late Joseph Heath and store at the cross roads near Fred Hunt’s
published by him in The Republican Jour- home. Truman
Harmon, Oscar J. Farnal during the year 1900.
Also by a brief
Investigation by the Federal Trade
well and Milton Coffin were postmasters
autobiography left by the late Rev. Joseph at various periods. After the railroad was Commission of the alleged scarcity of
Higgins who was born in 1776 and died in constructed the
post office was moved to sugar in many parts of the country de1867.
In this autobiography he writes, j
the station.
spite the largest crop in a number of
“When twenty-one years of age, in 1797, !
1
For many years there was a branch years, was recommended today by the
I went eastward in pursuit of land to
office at East Thorndike, which was House interstate commerce committee,
make a farm and concluded to settle in a i post
discontinued a few months previous to in ordering a favorable report on a resothen
a
wilderness
one
of
the
1
place
being
lution by Representative Tinkham, Rethe starting of the R. F. D. in July 1902.
lirst settlers—a place which was afterThe resoluThe late Jos. Heath was the last post- publican, of Massachusetts.
wards called Lincoln Plantation.”
master and the office was discontinued at tion calls for an inventory of stocks of
We have been unable to learn why the
the time of his death in 1902.
sugar on hand throughout the country
town was called at that time Lincoln
The mail was carrid by mail carriers and an inquiry into prices.
Plantation. The land of this plantation 1
from the main office to the East ThornWe have done a little local investigatwas divided into lots and numbered and
dike office. Among the well known mail
the plat was called the Proprietor’s plan.
and our dealers tell us that they had
ing
carriers was the late Stillman S. Higgins.
The proprietors were Israel Thorndike,
orders
placed for sufficient needs of all
At first he only made one trip a week
David Sears and W’m. Prescott of Boston, '■
which was afterwards increased to three and that the refiners had a sufficient supMassachusetts.
deed dated
Still an ol
times a week. Still later daily mails were
ply to fill those orders. The government
1808 was signed by Henry Knox.
Another well
carried over this route.
At the time the first settlers came, this
took over the supply of the refiners and
known mail carrier was Henry M. Higstate was a part of Massachusetts and
We hope that someHe served at various dates, but in sent it to France.
this county a part of Hancock county. gins.
all about twenty years.
time we shall have an administration
When Lincoln Plantation was incorporIn closing I wish to speak of the loyalty which will be for America first.
ated as Thorndike in Feb. 1819, it was
of trie people of Thorndike during the
still a part of Massacnusetts and of Hailj world’s war just closed. The town went
cock county. In 1820 Maine was sepaAt last Bath is to have a modern hotel
“over the top” in each of the live Liberty
rated from Massachusetts and admitted ]
as the M. B. Hayes Co. of New York has
Loans,
Also in the various drives for the
to the Union.
In 1827 that part of Hana large tract of land on Center
Red Cross and other war organizations purchased
cock county, west of the Peno scot river,
Mrs. M.
street from Hon. A. H. Shaw.
more
than the allotment of money rewas set off, with other territory added in
B. Hayes of the M. B. Hayes Co. was in
was raised.
quired
to
form
what is now Waldo Co
So |
1828,
Bath Saturday and bought the land for a
The town sent its quota of young men
in 1828 the familiar address Thorndike,
which will build a modern
to fight for our country. Deck Steves, large syndicate
Waldo Co., Maine, was first used.
hotel of 150 rooms at a cost of $350,000.
H. Cilley and Nathan Ward made
Clyde
This town was named in honor of Israel
This same syndicate plans to build a fine
the
sacrifice.” Deck Steves
course and country ciub in this vicinThorndike, one of the original proprietors. died “supreme
in France and Clyde H. Cilley and golf
He gave the town five hundred dollars for
the hotel will be one of the finest
ity.
Nathan
Ward at Camp Devens, Mass.
the honor conferred upon him, with the
in Maine. The George A. Fuller Co. of
So this town has three gold stars on its
conditions that the income from this sum
New York and Boston will be the archij
should be spent in the support of schools : service llag.
tects for the hotel. This land, wnich is
and that the town each year should raise !
near Middle street, was bought by Mr.
an
equal amount. This appears in the
Shaw a year ago when he planned to
ciren
annual town report as a credit of $30 to !
build some modern houses, and is one of
FOR FLETCHER’S
the school fund from the Thorndike Do- i
the most attractive places in that part of
nation.
the city and is situated on the State road.
should be the lessons of the future and

Humphreys’ llomeo. Medicine
156 William Street, New York.

Company

SICK STOCK
BOOK

on

treatment

of Horses, Cows,

Sheep, Dogs and other animals,
free.
Humphreys* Homeopathic

sent

Veterinary Medicines, 156 William St.t N. Y
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Thorndike, 100 Years Old.
This good old town celebrated its centennial anniversary at Thorndike Station
than
August 6th. The occasion was more
The decoraa success, it was a triumph.
notice.
tions were well worthy of especial
was
Over the main street of the village
18 or 20 feet high,
an evergreen arch some
from the center of which was suspended
There were flags
the word Welcome.
its sides.
floating from its top and from
were decoThe stores and every dwelling
almost
rated with bunting and there were

innumerable flags displayed. Excellent
taste was noticeable in every instance,
cloth buntand more than 3,000 yards of
o’clock
ing were used. As early as eight
automobiles

coming into town filled
It is safe to say that an

were

people.

with

were
hour later at least 3,000 people
the gates
found
they
where
the village,
wide open and the “latchof

in

hospitality

entranee.

string” at every door inviting
heaaed by an
The parade started at 0.30
from Pittsexcellent band of 18 pieces,
eight
field. There were in the procession
and several carnautomobiles,
42
floats,
also several exhibits
ages. There were
few special
farm machinery and a
an

of

shall mention later.

features which
the wheels of
In decorating the floats and
of
paper bunt2400
yards
the automobiles
Farwell Bros, and Peter
used
we

ing

were

a float loaded
Harmon & Son each had
Tel. Co.,
Moon
Half
w th
groceries.
(.enter
Standard Oil Co., and Turner
a handsome float.
had
each
Co.
Creamery
returned
There was also a float carrying
and a Roosea Washington float

soldiers,

children
velt float each loaded with

wav-

ing flags.
without excepThe automobiles were,
decorated
artistically
and
beautifully
tion,
the special
Among
and
flags.
with bunting
time calf pur
features we noticed the old
Henry
with his crated wagon. Mr.
chaser

Higgins with his hired
two “old timers” riding

man

represented

a

stone drag

on

were evidrawn by two horses. They
among
dently going out to “heckle
as
stumps,
among
and
plow
hummocks

the drag with them was an oldfashiondo the
ed plow and a big stone jug.
a label
handle of the ;ug was attached
of attendhabit
Her.ry’s
knowing
which,
informed the
ing to details, we presume
contained
curious that the aforesaid jug
txhilirating mixture.
on

Camels

Children

are

out of the

taste!

your

offered you

as

a

cigarette entirely j

ordinary—a

flavor and smoothness
never before attained.
To best realize their qua
ity compare Camels with any cigarette in
the world at any price!

Catarrhal

Camels flavor is so refreshing, so enticing, it will
win you at once—it is so new and unusual. That's
what Camels expert blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobacco gives you!
You’ll prefer
this blend to either kind of tobacco smoked straight'
As you smoke Camels, you’ll note absence of
any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or any unpleasant cigaretty odor. And. you’ll be delighted
to discover that you can smoke Camels
liberally
without

tiring

your taste!

Take Camels at any angle—they surelv
supply
cigarette contentment beyond anything you ever
experienced. They're a cigarette revelation!
You do not miss coupons, premiums or gifts.
You’ll prefer Camels quality!

Cry

CASTORIA

18 cents

^

package

a

Camels are sold everywhere m sere- tificaliv sealed package s of 20 c garettes or ten pa. /cages 200 cigarette*' in a
glas sine-pa per-cove red carton. We strong
recommend
this carton for the home or office, supply or when you travel.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO..

Winston-Salem,

N. C.

1

Eat More Bread
It’s

■

j

Chii

a

For

food your body needs.
greatest nourishment

and finest flavor,

use

William Tell

Cry

FLOUR

CASTO R I A

for the
Mr. H. C. McCorrison, the agent
he
says is the
which
Dort automobile,

1 SUMeS

ma-

best ever, rode in a Sears-Roebuck
He
in iwy.
chine which he purchased
and
it
was,
ever
as
said it was as gooi
we thought
by the looks of the thing

St.o

a

old

such

as an

old candle stick,

a

lantern,

a

served but most of that happy assembrought ample and
had

Mrs. Fred Chrisbille and son of Bangor
have been guests of Mrs. Lida Campbell,

ly

‘Royal

clock the cnurcn was uuea ro
overflowing by those who had gathered
At one

o

there to listen to a most interesting proHarmon
presided.
gram. Mr. Peter
Prayer was offered by Rev. C. A. Knick-

erbocker of Waterville, and Mr. Albert
W. Ward, in behalf of his town, welcomed the assembly in brief but especialThe Centennial
ly appropriate words.
Ode written by Miss Claribel Crosby of
Thorndike was then rendered by a select
choir.

This ode

America,

is

set to the tune of

and it can be truthfully said

that its meter is perfect and its expressed
Miss
sentiment is noble and inspiring.
C. A. Ferguson contributed a paper giving the history of the town, and Mrs. V.
N. Higgins a paper entitled “The Early
Settlers of Thorndike.” These two ladies
have rendered their town an important
service in thus loyally and logically putting on record matters which will be of

great value to those who will celebrate
future centennials. We take pleasure in
printing the paper written by Miss Fer-

j

erick M. Nickerson of Frankfort.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clement

w
•Nobby’

an

ddaugh-

ter Barbara recently visited Mr. and Mrs’
A. L. Croxford in North Monroe.

|

The 26th annual reunion of the ClementClements family will beheld at the Grange
Hall, Monroe, Thursday, Aug. 21st.

1/-Chain'

*Plain‘

Harry Barnard, proprietor of the shirt
factory, has leased the G. A. R. hall and
will have his machines installed there.

were

ate.

attend the funeral of her aunt, Mrs.

week-end

nics in the open,

fittingly considered to be most appropri-

j

in Orono recent-

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. L. Bartlett spent the
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred-

Cord'

The Real Thing Right Through
Put United States Tires under your
^you’ll find them the real thing.

car

and

The Misses Lucile and Estelle Littlelield
have been spending a few days at the
cottage of their aunt, Mrs. Mason, in

Northport.
Miss Annie L. Clapp, Mr. and Mrs. I. J.
Dunhamjaud Mrs. A. A. Barden are among
those who are spending a few weeks at
Dr. and Mrs. E. P.

spent Sunday. Aug. 3rd, at Northport.
Clyde Philbrook, who has been in the
at Camp Devens
for 22 months as telegraph operator, has
received his honorable discharge and is at

are

good

his home here.

That’s

why

we

vere,
ness

of

her mother, Mrs. Eugene Buzzell,

who has many friends here and elsewhere
w

ho hope for her recovery.

The Misses Alice Bolan, Catharine Hill
and Julia Mansfield have been guests at
the C. R. Hill cottage, Swan Lake, for
several days. They were joined there by
Mrs. Margaret A. Niles and Miss Margaret

sell them.

Farwell Bros., Thorndike.
Payson, Brooks.
R. F. Fuller, Freedom.
John McLaughlin, Stockton Springs.
C. W. Grindle, Brooksville.
H. R. Googins, Bucksport.

Hall-EUis Hdwe. Co.

B.|R.{Chandler was called to ReMass., recently by the critical ill-

Mrs.

for your car.

tires.

This Should (
Belfast Citizen.

Following is

Tlie public endorsement of a
is the best proof that can !■
ed.
None better, none strong'
ings, South Orrington;
lin; Wednesdays, Sedgwick; Thursdays, i had. When a man comes fo;
testifies to his
Winterport; Fridays, Monroe; Saturdays, his friends andfellow-citizens,
neighbors,
Stockton Springs.
sure he
is thoroughly convin
|
extended
are
would
not
do
so.
cordially
Congratulations
Telling one
by the many friends of Frank Newell ence when it is for the publi.
act of kindness that si
ul bi
Eaton of this village, whose marriage to
ed.
The following statement,
was
Miss Pearl Marie Foster of Oldtown
resident of Belfast,.adds one in
solemnized in that city on Thursday, July many cases ot Home Endorseme
31st. Mr. Eaton is a graduate of the Win- are being published about Doan
Pills.
Head it.
terport High school, class of 1916, after
A. J. Noyes, proprietor of p
which he entered the U. of M. class of rage, 3 V ne St.,
Belfast, says
1920.
Since January of this year he has taken Doan's Kidney Pills oil a:
a few years and they have alwa\
Mrs. Eaton is
been engaged in teaching.
ed me of kidney trouble
I »a>
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fos- bad
shape with backache about s: >.
ter of Oldtown.
ago 1 couldn’t move.
I believe a
much and the jolting caused the
The last boy to return from overseas
Every cold 1 contracted made
of
Littlefield
C.
was
Frank
service
Corp.
vvuiM-.
'v nniever
yniuiL
Co. K, 328th Inf., who saw active duty in troubled this way, 1 have boug;
Pills from the Belfast
the trenches from July 3, 1918, until the Kidney
and in a short time they have
armistice was signed. Lie has received me,
I gladly recommend th'>
his honorable discharge and returned to medicine.
the homo of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Price 60c. at all dealers.
Don't
Walter S. Littlelield, on Saturday, Aug. ask for a kidney remedy—gi
Pills--the same that Mi
2nd.
It will be remembered that Mr. Lit- Kidney
had.
Poster-Mil burn Company,
tlefield received the Distinguished Service ButTalo, N Y.
Cross for heroism under fire on October 10,
1918, at Camay, France, the only ooy
Advice from One Who Ktu"
from our town to be thus honored.
resume

of his schedule: Monday

even-

j

An additional line between Boston and
South America will be operated by the
Kerr Steamship Company, it is reported.
At least five services to the East or West
coasts of South America are now assured
or projected and exporters welcome the
outlook for business expansion.

zen

y,V

The puppy had been punished
sulking in a corner. To him <
small daughter of the house, t<
ter, not comtort, but advice.
just as well be good first as last, B
“Everybod> >
she admonished.
longs to mother has got to mil
been through it all—and I know

Quartermaster’s Corps

There are five distinct types of United States
Tires—one for every need of price or use.

We KNOW that United States Tires

Mr. and

Mrs. C. L. Barrows, Capt. and Mrs. E. M.
Arey and Mr. and Mrs. Manley McAuliffe

Hundreds of thousands of regular users will
vouch for that—lots of them right around here.

ones

Goodrich,

as

Any

new

the Winterport cottage, Northport.

the kind
They’re built to wear—to give you
that s
of economical service you want. And
just what they do.

We have exactly the

Brooklin.

a

j

Abbie Graves.

Then followed

picnics in automobiles, picpicnics in the shade,
picnics on piazzas and picnics on the
A picnic is a venerable New
lawns.
England method of assuaging the pangs
of hunger on festive out-door occasions
and therefore on centennial days it is

to

was

at

has opened

Tuesdays, Brook-

W. H. Lord has returned from a brief
business trip to Boston and vicinity.

the biggest picnic, or, to be exact, w'e
ought to say the greatest aggregation of
different kinds of picnics W'e ever saw.
There

picture theatre

a

the day in town August 7th.

Mrs. Clara Merrill

Such Proof

Wilbur Crockett

visiting here recently.
Mrs. Horace Kneeland of Bangor spent

providently

wel filled lunch baskets.

home

ENDORSED AT Hi.

in advance.

Miss Laura Webber of Auburn has been

The hisdish, a book, or a manuscript.
be inindeed
would
these
of
each
of
tory
By the time the noon hour
teresting.
arrived the crowd had become increased
dinner
by several hundreds. A public

of their respective churches, was a financial success.
Over 300 tickets were sold

VMM tRI’UKT

pair of ancient

grandfather’s clock,
a
saddle bags, a sheaf of flax in the stalk,
and all
swingle, cards, spinning wheel
make tlax,
the minor things necessary to
for the loom.
as gr jwn in the fielc., ready
Most of the articles were single pieces,
a

vour

w

SWAN-WHITTEN CO. DISTRIBUTORS

So many people were
tion of antiques.
more than
there that we could not get
W e
at the exhibit.
a
glimpse
passing
tine
an exceptionally

noticed, however,

and make it in

»

lie told t.re truth about it.
old drawH. Ward, drove a korse 31 years
Ward
Mr.
1776.
m
ing a wagon made
ancient day, but his
wore clothes of tha
we think may have
very tall plug hat
The lady by his side
been ar.tedeluvian.
In
olden style.’
in
“ye
attired
was also
exhibirare
a
the Grange hall there was

bly'

meet

to

oldfashioned

some

was

Cigarettes made

Thayer.

A. B.

The entertainment, supper, concert and
given by the Catholic societies of

ball
1

Winterport and Frankfort for the benefit

OLD AGE STARTS
WITH YOUR KIDNEYS
The oil stim
swallow of water.
the
kidney action and enable
organs to throw off the poisons
New 1
cause premature old age.
strength increase as you contti.
When completely rtreatment.
continue taking a capsule or tu
day. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oi
sules will keep you in health ami
For over 200 years GOLD MEDAL and prevent a return of the dme.
Do not wait until old age or L
Haarlem Ofl has been relieving the
weaknesses and disability due to ad- have settled down for good. Go tvancing years. It is a standard old- druggist and get a box of
M
time home remedy and needs no Intro- MEDAL Haarlem Dll Capsules
duction. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil is refunded if they do not help you.
Hut remember to ask for
Inclosed in odorless, tasteless capsules sizes.
•ontaining about i drops each. Take 1I original Imported GOLD MEDAL t r1
them as you would a pill, with a small In sealed packages.

Science says that old age begins with
weakened kidneys and digestive organs.
This being true, it is easy to believe
that by keeping the kidneys and digestive organs cleansed and in proper
working order old age can be deferred
and life prolonged far beyond that enjoyed. by the average person.

1

t.

WV'F.4 '-1’" ‘**v%

x.

&&£?>$• v

For men who aon’t smoke pipes and
kiddie.s who don’t believe in Santa
Claus—wc hereby pass resolutions ot

ii

r.'

•*•’-;

‘ympath*-

V tiere Vs Taste to It!
It’s easy
less. There

strong.

to find a mild
are

friendly.

I

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL MOMENT
has been offered a $25? hat for $11.
If he
t—and stung, and herein lies a story.

•-

a

cool

cricket.

as

a

And it’s

Have cone?

cigarette with Velvet and
a cigarette ought to taste.

know how

were

so

only Indians in Peru, Indiana,, are
the improved Red Men and
Freddy
Snook who goes joy riding with a
bottle of applejack under the seat ol
Dad’s flivver and carries matches and
everything. The hats may have been
made under water but
they won’t
stand the rain.

sailing to and from
Hoa. lie will also make
"U. that he, by nunarklity, has been able to
few genuine Peruvian
ats
into the United

-the friendly
tobacco

Country Full of Promoters.
The country is full of promoters oi
wild cat stock guaranteed to yield
wonderful fortunes made in Peru
Indiana, if you let yourself he talked
into putting your hard earned savings
into such stocks without proper investigation you are as foolish as you
feit after you had bought the Panama
and found that the boat referred tc
does not go to Peru.
When you buy speculative stocks
you get not an investment but a
chance in a game where there are few
winning chances—if any.
When you buy Government Thrifi
Stamps and War Savings Stamps you
get a real investment and a real se-

the 1’lot Thickens.
shows

you the contents
suitcase, containing the
mamas and offers you the
repeated” opportunity of
geuiue twenty-five dollar
eleven dollars.
He will
a
the
Peruvian
Indians
its under water, and if
»he slip of offering him
will get the hat and stung.
■

gets

as a

that’s

are

If his hats were made in Peru, they
made in Peru, Indiana, and the

real summer weather
is a smooth and oilymtleman with an alish accent and a wicker
With the aid and assistcar Spanish accent, he
■u
if you come in his
bout how he is a second
.1. nephew of a steward
:

■

$3.95 he

lively

one

That’s Velvet

Roll
pays

taste-

full bodied tobaccos that

But there’s

cucumber and

tobacco that’s

r

curity.

YOU BE RICH,
POOR OR BROKE A T 65?

IL

figure out your
becoming rich or poor
this world,
!i
leave
the following figures Ls. United Suites Treaswant to

f

for 11;

•tment

purpose

j

have thrown

the sponge and are

up

| dependent upon relatives, public,
! provided charity.

oi

Ten

years afterward, at 55. fom
rich or in good circumstances
forty-six are still able to support
themselves but having nothing in re
serve.
Thirty of these are objects oi

j remain

3'iome to the Amerih- tlie reasons why they charity.
g

At

thrifty.

.wae

one

ive I’a>

65, only six out of the origina
hundred are able to live by theii

l ndertaker.
own efforts, fifty-four are dependent
Department estimates and the rich four have been able tc
:
any one hue Ired voting hang on to their money.
ay pick out, only five upon
At 75. sixty-three of the one hunUave enough to pa\ the dred arc dead, all but three
leaving
Of one hundred voung nothing, three of the rich men
remain,
of
good
physique and and thirty-four of the thirty-sever
nly eighty-four are left lives are dependent.
of
Pour
of
4f>.
these
When all have been gathered tc
sixty-five 1.. r. have a their fathers, but five were solvent
tii
si; aped then: every week enough to
pay the men who wear the
us
i;
a
for a rainy long swinging doleful coats and
the
ren
nr lift en already white gloves.

usury

Actual Size

SIGNING OF THE PEACE TREATY AT VERSAILLES

At a Probate ( ourt held at Belfast, within and
f.»r he Count v of Waldo, on the 8th
day of
Juiy, A. L*. 1919.

M

per cent,

and

care

and

findings

5

cent.

per

This

Wednesdays, Fridays

would

Clot.ling

Outer-

Under-

Clothing

Clothing

$126.00

$36.00

157.50
210.00

450. -.'0

315.00

45-00
CO.00
90.00

Accessories Findings
$ 9.00
$ 9.tm
11.25
11.25
15.00
22.51'

way

landings.

15.no

22.50

Belfast,

"How’s the new baby?”
Fine. Gained nine ounces in seven

60

days.”

..

“Great stuff."

Treasury Savings Certifi-

“How’s that?”

nominations of $100 and
"Putting away a Thrift Stamp foi
ioh the Treasury Depart- him for every- ounce he gains.”
“Great
idea!
•arted to issue July 3, to
Absolutely great
demands of labor unions, Nothing like backing your family with
nineties and other large savings.”
“That’s our idea."
i ■. i and religious organ“So long. Bill."
ire being received with
“So long, Jake.”
iiv these bodies.
a

these
•ire

now

these

e>

organizations and
investing their
new
Government

rtifieates make it

pos-

orgaa.zations to con;
est large sunk of money
which bear the same
crest as tht
War Savings
se face value Is .$5
™ .'.noun;
that may be
individual is $1060. War
Stamps will continue to be

j

"ARTBURN
heaviness after meals are
t
annoying manifestations

acid-dyspepsia.

ii-ffOIOS

pleasant

to

aridity

and

'mal

take, neutralize
help restore
digestion.

made by scott & bowne

MAKERS of scotts emulsion

I

fj

■

...»■■■■■■■

...

1.

—.■■■■nr

—

__

a

day

interest will
t

)

$1500

ABYSSINIA SENDS MISSION TO WASHINGTON
,/v’*rrwj|Av,'AWA---.

-----.

come

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subhereby gives notice that lie has been
duly appointed administratrix ot the estate of
scriber

On the Poor’s Mills road, 1 1-2 miles
JOHN A. PATTERSON, late of
Belfast,
from the city.
Its nearness to the city,
high elevation, beautiful scenery, good in the Coanty of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
A!!
uersons
having
substantial buildings, and the best of soil,
demands against the estate of said deceased
are some of the things that makes this
| are desired to present the same for settlement
a
place most desirable country home. It and all indebted thereto are
requested to make
’s especially adapted to
poultry business * payment immediately.
and has houses for one thousand hens. As
EMILY E. PATTERSON.
a truck farm it can’t be
heat, being very j Belfast, Me., July 8, 1919.
early land and free from late and early
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subj frosts. It has an orchard of 300 young
apple trees, besides pears, cherries and scriber hereby gives norice that he has been
plums and berries. \V ood enough for duly app.'i *ed adrninis rstor, *ith the will anborne use. Artesian well at the door. nexed, of the estate in the State of Maine of
I House contains six rooms and is lighted
LOUISE J. HOWE, iate of Providence,
! by acetylene gas. If interested inquire of in the County of Providence, slate of Rhode
EVERETT L. HAMILTON,
Island, il ceased, and given bonds as tile law
directs.
All persons having demands
At the Greenhouse, Belfast, Me.
against
the estate of said deceased are de.-ire : to present the same for settlement, aid all indebted thereto are requested to mase payment immediately to my authorized agent, Robert F.
Dunton of Belfast. Me.
-1 ARLES P, SISSON.
Furniture and Hooked
Providence, R. I July 8, 1919.
Anyone having anything in that line,
CONSERVATOR’S NOTICE. The subscribH. ff MCDONALD.
notify
er hereby gives notice that he has been
Tel. Ill)
27tf
duly

in about

QUICK KESULES

Notices.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
The subhereby gi-es notice that be lias been

desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
pay-

scriber

duly appointed administrator,

de bonis non, of

(___

against

j

ment

the eBtate of said Annie L.

Dyer

are

immediately.

EDWARD L. DYER.
North Haven, Me., June 10, 1919.
J. BECKEl'T, late of Islesboro,
j
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
demands against the estate of said deceas. d
;
are desired to present the same for settle*
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
merit, and all indebted thereto are requested
GERTRUDE D. CHASE, iate of
to make payment immediately.
Waldo,
CARROLL R. BECKETT.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
Isleshoro, Me July 8. 1919,
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment
immediately.
F9R FLETCHER’S
CHARLES G. BRYER.
Bangor, Me July 8, 1919.
T O R I
MARY

A mission from
Abyssinia, olio of the most remote countries ot the world, is in Washington to offer congratulations to tlie United Stales on its successful role in the world war. In
picturesque native costumes they have attracted
great attention in the capital. From left to right they are: Ato Sinkne (ato meaning a gentleman of high station), Ato
Herein", Kan!ilia (mayor) Gabrou, Dedjazzraatch Nado. head of the mission and a duke of the royal Abyssinian
family, and Capt. l'uul K. Morrissey, the United States oiiicer detailed to attend the mission.

of the estate of

ANNIE L DYER of Morrill,
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the
law directs.
Ail persons having demands

Probate

RELEASE PLEASED

Belfast Drug Co., 16 Main Street.

Ruqs.

appointed conservator

the estate of

i

payment .mmediately,
MARION W. HUGHES.
Belfast. Me., July 8, 1919.

ACRE

Antique

I

|

Attest:

|

with

Everyone is pleased with the quick re! suits of simple witchhazel, camphor, hyin Lavoptik eye
; drast.is, etc., as mixed
! wash.
One man’s eyes were so badly
strained he could not read without pain.
Two applications relieved him. A lady
with weak, inflamed eyes was greatly
We guarantee a
I helped by ONE bottle.
1
small bottle of Lavoptik to help ANY
CASE weak, strained or inflamed eyes,

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

j

fifteen years.

BY

A true copy.

are desired to present th- same for settlement
and all indebted1 thereto are
requested to make

Maine.

.1

Ibis photograph, brought to the United States
by the British dirigible R-34, shows the historic scene in the Hall
of Mirrors at Versailles when the peace reaty was
signed.
President Wilson, indicated by arr ,> \ is shown affixing his signature to the document.

Do you knowthat saving three
nickels

1

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

*6

"Hello, Bill.”
"Hello, Jake."

Expensive though.'

some

Return—Leave Bangor Tuesdays,Thursdays and Saturdays at 2. m., Mondays and
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subPridays at 10 a. m. for Belfast and way scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix ot the estate of
landings.
Landing will be made at Searsport on
CLIP TON WHlTTUM, late of Searsport,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Sun- in the C ounty of
Waldo, deceased, and given
days only.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,

THE NEW BABY

“Yep.

Saturdays

at

5 p. m.
Leave Belfast on Tuesdays,
Thursdays
and Saturdays at 7.30 a.
m., Wednesdays
and Sundays at 8.30 a. m. for
Bangor and

(’are and

SIS '.on
225.90
300. '0

and

that he, Adrian F. Jones of
Belfast,
other suitab'e person, be appointed
aumuiisirat
of the estate of said deceased
without bond
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
t > all persons interested
by causing a copy of
t i;s order to be published three weeks succ
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspn >er published at Belfast, in said County,
th
they may appear at. a Probate C nirt. to
i>e old a1 Belfast, within and for said
County,
on the
12th day of August, A. D. 1919, at
ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner shouid not be granted.
or

RETURN
Leave Boston on Mondays,
Tuesdays,

t

Tc tal

praying

AIAIlKj SCHKIM I i:

S. S. “Camden” will leave Belfast on
and Saturdays at 5
p. m. and the S. S. “City of Bangor” on
Mondays and Fridays at 2 p. m. for Boston and way landings.

-nake your next outlay of clothing, it would be well to
following figures. These figures estimate that 70 per cent.
spent for outerclothing, 20 per. cent, for underclothing, ac-

5

s

.iiv

Tuesdays, Thursdays

you
;e

Adrian F. J .>nes, son and heir-at-l iw of FanL. Jones, late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a oetiti m

BANGOR LINE

Uhilaren Cry

C AS

A

/

Royal

Mrs.

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

SEARSPORT.
Monroe left Saturday for a

Mrs. Chas. Drew of

Lowell, Mass.,

visit with friends in Portland.

with her

was the
Mrs. Donald Gates of Dixfield
week.
last
Ames
John
Mrs.
of
guest

Miss Blanche Doe is the guest of her
mother’s cousin, Mrs. Eben Gould, at

1

Mrs. Wm. Morrison.

sister,

is
Miss Thelma Grindle of Bar Harbor
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Arey.

Verona.

Mrs. Milburn Ward of Peabody, Mass.,
A. V.
is the guest of her mother, Mrs.

for Portland, where she has

Mrs. Harry D.

fast Monday after
spent at home.

of New York arrived at the Anchorage

Sargent of Rockland,
Dr. Sidney
Mrs.
Mass., is the guest of his mother,
Maria Sargent.
Miss Alice, Trundy returned Friday
B

last Friday tor

has employment in the shipyard.

visit with her sister, Mrs. Leon

Quincy, Mass., early last week, and is

for several
their house on Norris street
to their home in
returned
have
weeks,

Established

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples went with
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames on Satur-

Reputation

on

Hunter

few days’ visit in their camp,
Betula Vista.

day for

Boston.
bearspon

Monday’s
boat for her home ill Port Washington,
after a visit with her aunt, Mrs. Angie
Mudgett.
Mitchell left

Mrs. John

a

Dr. I. P, Park and

yuuug

Fortune

Mrs. Simeon Ellis.

mother,

with her

Bar Harbor Wednesday, returning Friday.
Robert and Albert Norris, who occupied

PRESENTING

“The

Mrs. C. C. Park.

Belfast.

Capt.

Loand Mrs. Amos T). Carver of

Sprague

wife

and

Late New York

of
the

Brooklyn, N. Y., are occupying
Trundy cottage on Blanchard’s Cove for
a stay of several weeks.

Valley, L. I., motored to Searsport
called on
Friday from Damariscotta and
friends in town.
cust

James H. Duncan, who is
month of August at L'eer

Perry

The Jazz Band performance in Denslow
spending the
Isle, motored hall, August Oth, drew a large company

of people, many coming from nearby
places and from Bangor.
Capt. W. T. Holmes of Stmr. Belfast,
Mrs. Hill Rogers, who is spending the j now on
a N. Y. line, and daughter Doris
of
the
guest
was
summer in Castine,
of Dorchester, Mass., arrived Monday to
;
Mrs, Ellen Leib and Miss Louise D. Leib visit his
niece, Mrs. Wm. Morrison.
Thursday and Friday.
Henry and Clarence Overlock left for
Mrs. Lincoln Colcord and daughter j
their home in
Somerville, Mass., last
son
and
Black
j
Inez and Mrs. Frederick F.
Friday. Their aunt, Miss Emily OverFrederick, left Saturday to spend a few ,
at Swan j lock, will remain some weeks longer in
days at Mrs. Colcord’s cottage

;

OTHER PLAYS

Linwood left for

sou

Fri- their home in Revere, Mass., by boat last
tended the dance at Penobscot Park
of Thursday, after a visit with his mother,
McKeeu
was
by
day evening. Music
Mr.

Opening P|ay
“The

WITH AN

Winslow arrived from

Mrs. Harry E.

her guest,
Miss Evelyn Jackson and
have
Miss Margaret Lawson of New York,
returned from a trip to Greenville
SarDr. Sidney Sargent, Mrs. Maria
motored to
Roscoe
Arey
Mrs.
and
gent

lb

company

THE ATTRACTION

visit.

a

Mr Frank Wilson’s wife and children
moved to Machias last week, where he

W hite, in Bangor.

About

^ A TrP'p~^
he

Prof. Simon of the college of the City

don Curtis.

a

two weeks’ vacation

a

I

urban
N

MHK

Miss Emma Hichborn returned to Bel-

Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Monroe of Lisbon
GorPalls are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

-

KLARk°AYs,,st/">t"i°«oNDHZ~uou°t'°

Shute left August 4th
a business

engagement.

Nickels.

from

C ° L O NI a

is

13th Chair”

Successes

to
Searsport Wednesday, returning
Deer Isle Thursday.
to

CAR LOAD
1

Thursday
Bancroft,

steamship
shore
day and will spend a few weeks’
leave with his family who are summering

returned

to

PRICE*

Manslielc’i

Mr. 'Willard G. Staples left last Friday
for his home in Newburyport, Mass., and
his brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

for
Capt. A. T. Whittier left Thursday
the
of
command
take
to
Norfolk. Va.,
new
schooner Virginia Dare, built by
The
Amos D. Carver of New York.
Dare is chartered to carry coal to Italy.

Staples,

returned

after

visit

a

today'

with

to

their

Mrs.

quainted with the people and endeavor to
build up the parish.

Cambridge,
sister, Mrs.

Cainden

j

\

j
|

afternoon and evening.

j

honorable discharge from the service at
Camp Deceits. With Mrs. Roulstone he!
will spend the remainder of the month in
town, returning to Boston Sept. 1st to
his position with Butts, Ordway

A Co.

and her husband has

Sunday' by

a

She

was

quilt,

friend, Mrs. Wil-

other friends.

j

An unusually successful and profitable
sale was held in the Methodist vestry

on

from

etc.

The

entertainment

in the

evening includes solos by Mrs. Karris and
Mr. Wright, a male quartette, Messrs.
Rogers, Parker, Gerrish and Lancaster, a
turn to Camden.
reading in costume by little Alice Verril
Berries have been very plentiful this and other
numbers, concluding with a
summer, and many have secured large laughable farce by Mr. and Mrs.
Gerrish,
I
quantities, some picking a bushel at a introducing special songs.
A food table
Lime in the Eaton pasture on the Turnwill interest many.
Ice cream will be
pike road. They were allowed to pick served in the afternoon and
during the
two
any quantity they pleased, paying
dancing in the evening.
About
cents a quart for the privilege.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Avery entertained
2,000 bushels were taken away.
a party of guests on Sunday, including
The Misses Lillias and May Helen Capt. Wilfred Nichols and wife of SearsGrant, daughters of E. S. Grant of New port, and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cole and
Haven, Conn., were in town Aug. 7th to daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cole
call on their aunt and husband, Mr. aud and child, and Miss Jackman of Bangor.
Mrs. Charles Emery.
They are occupy- Miss Harriet C. Cole, sister of Mr. Howing a bungalow' at Pitcher’s Pond with ard Cole, was also of the party, and was

A party of Searsport people, including |
Rev. Thomas H. Martin, J. H. Barbour,
James MacDougall, James H. Duncan,
Rev. C. H. McElhiney, Mrs. B. F. Col-

Nehemiah Roulstone arrived Friday by
train fron' Bosloo, having obtained his

week,

last

arrived

meeting of the Ladies’
Aid of the Universalist church, this,
Thursday, this being the day of the sale
of many beautiful fancy articles, aprons,
no

liam Parker of Boston, who will remain
with her for a week, when they will re-

Fred Burr.

cord, Mrs. Flora Roulstone and Miss Rilla
Carlon attended the ordination of Rev.
F. Timperley in Brooks last Wednesday

Barton

made two flying visits in town.

j joined

month to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

There will be

Everett

.

greeted with much pleasure hyoid friends
Mr. Horace Staples of Plainlield, N. J., and those who were her pupils during two
Friday afternoon by 1he Ladies’ Aid of arrived last Friday u> visit his mother, years of teaching in this village. During
thirty years of absence friends found she
the Method st churc 1. The attendance i Mrs. Horace
Staples, and his brother,
had changed very slightly, and regretted
was excellent and the attractive line of
Flitnei Staples. He is now works manfancy articles and cooked foods, etc., was ager of the British and American Metal that her stay could not be longer. Enquickly sol 1. The room was beautifully Co., Incorporated, in N. J., a responsible gagements called her back to Bangor
wil the party at night, after brief calls
decorated with quantifies of garden flowOn Sunday he motored to
position.
on Miss Mabel Simmons and Miss Harers, the de> crating committee being Mrs. Pittsfield to visit his
brother, George riet D
Hichborn.
N. F. Atwood, Mrs. Livona Williams and
his
mother
and
accompanied
by
Staples,
Miss Rena Colcord. Fancy articles were
brother Flitner and his aunt, Mrs. Hatsold by Mrs. Atwood and Mrs. Harry
LINGOLNVILLE
tie C. Hichborn,
Perry; ifiiiow slips by Vlrs. Roscoe Porter
and Mrs. Williams; towels and fir pillows,
Mrs. Eben Gould and little son Robert
Schools in town begin Monday, Sept.
Miss Mabel Lindsay; candy, Mrs. George
Towle;cooked food, M-s. Ghepherd Shute of Hyde Park, Mass., arrived last week 2nd.
and Mrs. Frank Studley; ice cream, Mrs. and is at Mrs. Emma Prescott’s cottage
Fred Morang of Boston is a guest at
C. O. Sawyer and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey; at Verona Park.
She is a niece of Mrs. i
Hall’s cottage for two weeks.
aprons, Mrs. G. W. Hichborn and Mrs. James Treat of this
Mrs. Elzina
place.
Elizabetf Allen. Tbe receipts were large.
Mrs. Hazel Bottle and little son Morris
Nunes and daughter Geneva of North
Randolph, Mass., also a niece of Mrs. Edward are visiting ielatives in Belfast.
> UK [HMONTVILLt;.
I
!

Treat’s,
left Aug. 7th

came

Mrs. Ina Bowler is working in Albion.
Mr. Rjy Gurney has bought a farm in

to

her home Aug.

4th,

and

time with

:

her brother in Swanville and other rela-

:

to

spend

some

The Misses Hazel and Evelyn Learned
of Ash Point are guests of Miss Ruth
Hurd for

tives in Prospect.

Belfast.
Mr. Lawrence Clark is visiting friends
in Bangor.

Mrs.

a

few days.

Wentworth, Spiritualist

Bessie

speaker, gave very interesting lecture
on Sunday evening at the engine house

Rev. G. C. Boorn of Woodfords has
been engaged to fill the Belfast Universalist pastorate, and will also fill the pul-

Miss Pearl Stewart from Danvers,Mass.,
is visiting at C. H. McCorrison’s.

Plus War

two days out of eacli week in town, thus
having an opportunity to become ac-

Charles Emerv.

Miss Ruth Burr of Washington, D. C.,
is
isiting her sister, Mrs. William Edwards, in Brewer. Miss Burr will come
to Searsport for the latter part of the

SCENE FROM THh “FORTUNE HUNTER”

who has had employment there.

Together they
Mass.

in Searsport.

Mind

I

Mrs. Fred Sanborn went to Belfast last
to join her sister, Mrs. Linnie

of the
Lieut. Commrnder James Ford
Leviathan, arrived by train Fri-

Master

SCENERY

i

town.

Lake.

resume

“The

a

in

Camden to

a

Seats

Tax°

SW4NVILLE.

YY til IE's

Mrs. Lee McKeen is spending her
tion with her mother in Portland.

vaca-

eyes.

Miss Gladys Brennen is in Hampden,
the guest of her uncle, Mr. Sumner D.

Greeley.
Ruby Gray is with her school
friend, Miss Azalia Osgood, in Kingman
Miss

week.

a

Mr.
Fred

Charles Damm
Redman

and

entertained

Mr.

Fred

Mr,

Hall

at

Sandypoint last week.
Mr.

B.

give such remarkable service is
because they are made right, from
start to
_

finish, built in

fashioned

_
J

Nickerson.

WOOD & BISHOP

supervision of the

pro-

Miss Elva Ingraham called
Sarah Vose, Snnday.

"'

prietors.
Painstaking care in choice of
materials, in molding and in fitting
up gives Clarions lasting quality.

CO.,

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Crauy motored
Bangor Saturday to meet his broth* r,

to

who is to be their guest for several da\

>.

Last week Mr. and Mrs. Rawson Lufki
and son Wilbert were guests of her par-

ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickersoi..
Little Wilbert will remain with his grandparents while Mr. and Mrs. Lufkin and
daughter Beatrice make a trip in the r
car to Presque Isle.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

George Day and Mrs.

Day’s mother, Mrs. Sarah Peavey, with
their guests, Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Perham and daughter Esther of

Mass.,

were

last week.
the

Battery

for the summer.

The
and
pare

Chelmsford,

calling on friends in town
The Days have a cottage at

Community Chorus
having two rehearsals

is speeding up
week to pre-

Shop

days recently.
Miss Doris Smith of Lincoln is
ing the present week at the home
and Mrs. E. E. Clement.
made

a

Miss

time.
The Misses Wingate of Thorndike have
been visiting their aunt, Miss Minnie
Vose.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Vose with C. W.
Colby went to Belfast Sunday and called
on W. A. Hall.

V agrant airs will ever
V* hen we go to Community sing.
Bolts and bars can not preclude us;
Melodic strains must not elude us
V\ lien we go to
Community sing.
Let’s give three cheers for Conductor

Farnham
W ho will

fail to “larn ’em”
When they go to Community sing.
never

SWAlSVILLt CENTER.

Mrs.

White

E.

H. Littlefield

were

July

visit with

Mrs.

children
Gertrude

Louise Libby came from Bangor
a
three weeks’ vacation

from her duties at the E. M. G. hospital.
and

Mrs.

Howard

were

of

Goodrich

Woodland and Judson Foss of

Wisconsin,

and

Mrs. H. R.

guests Friday of Mrs. Eimeda

Bowen of Monroe.
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker and daughof Monroe were Sunday guests of

ter

their daughter, Mrs. Percy Murphy.

and back Sunday calling
Barden at Northport..

on

Mrs. A. A.

Fred Curtis of Belfast brought his sis-

Swanville is to celebrate its centennial
It is hoped
from August 24th to 28th.
that all of its former citizens will return
for the occasion. The program is given
in another column.
The people in town
are working hard to make the celebration
a grand success.

Weekly

bbl.,

pea,
v.

Superior,

week-end guests of Mr.

ami Mrs. A. G. Larby.

e.t

Beef, .sides,
Beef, f. q.,

PAID PRODUCER

DENTIS!

Hay, $20 00a25
Hides,
Lamb,

Colonial Iheatre
I

their home

in

surgical treatment for adenoids and enThe operation was aplarged tonsils.
parently very successful and she returned
home the same night.

Carl Whelan of Isiaiul Falls is visiting

two.

Apple

RETAIL MARKET

Freedom Acti>
Freedom, Mai

Agricultural, English arJ
For full information add’-'

HARR\ M. VVOOl

BORN

dH

DARBY.
and Mrs.
Collins.

1

Courses.

In Belfast, August 2. to Mr.
Ralph F. Darby, a son, Ralph

En

TO LEA
Laundry Bui

MARRIED.

tin

as

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. White took their

of

Office.

35a38 Lillie,
2 20
Butter, sait, 18b24 Oats,
1 02
2 34 Oat Meal,
Corn,
Cracked corn, 2 19 (Inions,
8
Corn meal,
2 19 (>il, kerosene, 20a21
45 Pollock,
15
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
4 25
35
Pork,
00
8
Cranberries,
Rye meal,
Clover seed, 32a42 Shorts,
2 85
13 50a 15 00 Sugar,
Flour,
11
II. G. seed,
5 75 Salt, T. 1
1 35
40 Sweet potatoes,
Card,
15

A. Larby returned to
Caribou Monday.
Mrs.

daughter, Miss Erma, to the E. M. G.
hospital, Aug. 7th, where she received

girl to do general hi

family

Mr. and Mrs. E.

Julia White accompanied them as far
Alton, where she will visit relatives.

KLM’HO.Ne

WANT EL
A

Beef, corned,

Mrs. Langley Hoag and little daugh-

ter, who have been at C. B. Jewrett’s for
nearly two months, returned to their
home in Belfast last Saturday.

Dr. A. M. Lou

for The Journal.

(10
28
9
28
9 Lambskinsl OOal 50
55 a 57 Mutton,
20
15a 16 Potatoes,
2 00
15 Round Hog,
22
36 Straw,
10 00a 12 00
35 Turkey,
26a32
65 Tallow,
2
20a22
Veal,
t‘2 Wool, unwashed, 60
85 Wood, hard,
8 00
32 W ood, soft,
6 50

$3 00a 4 00

I

at Box Office

CURRENT.

RETAIL PRICE
iwo

MONROE.
daunt us.
haunt us

Beans,
Beans,
Butter,

per

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,
Eggs,
speed- Fowl,
of Mr. Geese,

can never

Mr. and Mrs. RoBcoe Thurston and son |
The Belfast friends of Capt. Albert W.
went to the seashore at Pemaquid Satur- j
Stevens, many of whom are indebted to
day for an outing.
him for German helmets, shells, etc.,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Davis of Union were from the battlefields of France and also
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Ingraham interesting air pictures of the devastated
Saturday night and on Sunday.
sections of France, will be glad to learn
Mr. Percy E. Nickless called on his that he has reached New York. He has
{
for about a year in the
cousin, Annie Clement, recently. He got been overseas
1I home from overseas
photo section of the air service.
29th.

j

brief

for tiie Centennial.

Rainy nights

Apples,

PRICE

MARKET

Mrs. Edna Ilarnuail and daughter, Miss
Avis, visited relatives in Dexter several

a

ter, Mrs. Charles Walker, home from
Belfast in his car last Friday. She is reSeveral attended the Centennial at covering from her accident so she is up
Thorndike Wednesday. All report a great and dressed.

SOLD BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST

FOR GOOD VALUES
Church Street, Next Door to National Bank.
GEORG1E E. HALL.

her aunt,

Sunday.

Jo.NES-WlGHT.
In Belfast, August!
by Rev. C. W. Martin, Fred D. Jones and
Maude J. Herrick Wight, both of Belfast.
SMITH-SMITH. Ill East Belfast, August
8, by Rev. M. E. Curtis, Harold H. Smith
and Vena R. Smith, both of Belfast.

High Street, Belfast,

sonic Temple. Entire bull
and basement.
Will be lea.v
of years, for mercantile p
tbit
J.

DR. CLRMi

DIED.

EYE, EAR, NOSE

SWAZEY.
In Bucksport, August 4,
Mrs. Frances Darling Swa/.cy, aged !>2
years and U months.
WHITE. Ill Dixrnont, July it, William
Tasker White, aged 70 years.

and

Howes’ Building, fut
OFFICE HOURS-9 lot 2. 1

at Fred Cunningham’s.
Miss Ida Curtis of Fairtield is spending
her vacation with her cousin, Miss Abbie
Lit tleiield.
Mrs.

Hobbs and

daughter of Lowell,
the guests of Mrs. Hobbs’

Mass., are
brother, Carroll
Mrs.

Bertha

Clement.

Neally entertained

Whist club Aug. 8th.

Belfast Savings Bank

Lizzie Grant

the

been lost and

application

has been made for

duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing new books.
WILMER J.

won

E. B. Mansur.
Mr. and Mrs. McCausiandof Old

DORMAN,

Belfast, Aug. 12, 1919

FOR

Mrs. L. H. Brown and two daughters of
Medford Hillside, Mass., is spending the
month of August with her mother, Mrs.

.4 7 cm POL

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 17.962. issued by this bank, has
a

lirst prize, Mary Curtis second and Laura
Palmer third.

Treasurer.

SALE

Touring Car.
passenger. Inquire of

Town,

j

3w33

Huick

Seven!

Two acres of land, live n
from siation, school, store
buildings. Price right. In
II. I.. SKIT.:'

Albert E. And
Heal Estate-Timbei
WITH CHAPliN
ROOMS

6.7

What came near being a serious accident happened Wednesday, August 6th,
when a horse owned bv N. J. Curtis ran
away with his daughter throwing her
out, Miss Curtis received several bad
bruises, but fortunately no bones were
broken.

Inquire of

SOUTH FREEDOM
Mrs. Ora Downer was
her sister in Belfast.

a

recent guest of

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Durgin of Waterville were at home over the week-end.
There was a lawn party and ice cream
sale at Daniel Walker’s home Tuesday

night.
Miss Bertha Elliott of Lewiston is visit-

ing her cousin, Mrs. John Downer and
family.
Herbert Knowlton of Belfast was a
week-end visitor at the home of Mrs.

Cooley.
Madison Banton has returned
and is a guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Banton.

Capt.

from

overseas

WANTED
Antique furniture and hooked Kuqs.
Anyone having anything in that line,
H. K. MCDONALD,
45 Northport Avenue.
27tf
Tel. 110

notify

The National News says a suggestion
that the British West Iiujies be ceded to
the United States in piirt payment of
Great Britain’s war debt is being considered seriously on both sides of the Atlantic.
As we understand it the people there

poverty-stricken, lazy

and disorderly.
We
We have plenty of trouble already.
ought not to exchange English bonds for
are

English

paupers.

Washii

Dr.M.C.Stephei

in stock at ONE-HALF price while they
Yours truly,
last.

FRED D. JONES

16-12

MRS. W'. II
2d
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TO LE I

ALL
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FARM

Small Gar.

Lydia Woodman Aug nth.
The net proreeds from the Rebekah’s
dance held August 5th was $50 for which
they wish to thankeveryone who assisted.
Eighty-four dance tickets were sold.

ODD

Telephone

MRS. ALICE MASON,
43 Pearl Street

Mrs. Thompson and granddaughter of Orlando, Fla., visited their cousin, Mrs.

Mrs. Susie Ingraham, son and daughter,
went to Waterville f’riday evening.

Bangor, Maine

Visit the Kiddies’

on

R. E. V\ bite and family of West Winterport were callers at L. A. White’s

Mr.

Mrs. E. 11. Littlefield motored to Rockland

KNOX RIDGE.

B. C. Ames and family of Orono were
Sunday guests at A. it. Wellman’s.

Saturday for

S.

BELFAST

PRODUCE

Miss Annie Nickerson of the City National Bank spent the week-end with her

parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.

Friday
C orrected

business visitor in

Gilley in Biooks last Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barden and Mr. and

by expert workmen under personal

i

gcod.oldNew England plant
a

was

Farnham is spending the
week in Portland.
He is greatly missed
at the chorus rehearsals.

good siz.ed audience.

A jolly party of ten arrived last Monday
at Camp Agawam from Springfield, Mass.
The party made the trip through in two
Ford cars in 18 hours. This party, as all
summer visitors, speaks of the delightful
view and scenery and many attractions
of this and our surrounding towns.
Mrs.
Ora Brock is chaperone for the party.

C. B. Jewett

Mrs. A. R. \\ oilman and

W.

There will be a dance at Tranquility
pit here. It was hoped services could be
Mr. and Mrs. Lee McKeen are away on
A few of the children here attended begun the first of September, but his hall on Thursday
evening, August 14th.
the Sunday school picnic at Windemere
contract holds him to his Woodfords Music by Dean’s orchestra.
A baked a vacation.
Friday.
There was a heavy frost August 10th
parish until October first. Not being able bean supper will be served. Come one
Capt. Madison Banton from oversea
on the lowlands.
to support a resident pastor we are for- and all.
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
so able a
man, in conThere will he a baked bean supper on
Mrs. Garrie Cunningham is the guest
Banton, a few days last week, returning tunate in securing
to Camp Devens Friday.
nection witliBelfast. He plans to spend Saturday at the Grange hall from 6 to 8 of her son Fred in Bangor.
p. m., August 16th, for the benefit of the
Mr. Stone and Miss Ross of ConnectiUnion Cemetery.
All interested are cordially invited to solicit food. If stormy, cut is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Horace Marpostponed till Monday.
den.

THE REASON WHY CLARIONS

vORNER, VVinterport.

Belfast Saturday.

Much sympathy is felt for Mr. W. N.
Briggs, who is having trouble with his

for

Sale

on

DENTIST
MASONIC 11 MI’LL
Telephone 223-

Boys Wanted
to sell vanilla after school ho

$1.00 for eight bottles that if I
each.'1 Send for free sample !■•
WAKEFIELD EXTlt.U
8w33
Sanbornville, N

Frank R. Strom
MEDIUM
38

"

High Street,
READINGS

Hours 1 to 9 p. m.

$1.00

This week.

